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Preface
This guide is written for customers, planners, and IBM
representatives who may be responsible for:
• Planning the installation and customizing of the IBM
3274 Control Unit Models lA, lB, and lD
• Planning the installation, setup, and customizing of the
IBM 3274 Control Unit ModellC and Model5lC
• Planning the installation and setup of the IBM 3278
Display Station, 3279 Color Display Station, 3287
Printer, and 3289 Line Printer
This guide is organized as follows:
Chapter 1, "Planning and Setup," provides planning and
setup information for:
IBM 3274 Control Unit
IBM 3278 Display Station
IBM 3279 Color Display Station
IBM 3287 Printer
IBM 3289 Line Printer
Chapter 2, "Introduction to Customizing," describes how
and by whom the 3274 customizing procedure is performed.
Chapter 3, "Preparing to Customize," describes the
sequence numbers used in the 3274 customizing procedure.
The sequence numbers are grouped by 3274 model number.
Chapter 4, "Initial Customizing Procedure," describes how
to perform the initial customizing of the 3274.
Chapter 5, "Modification Procedure," describes how a 3274
configuration can be modified without performing the
entire customizing procedure.
Chapter 6, "Backup :System Diskette Generation Procedure," describes how to generate a backup (duplicate)
system diskette.

Appendix A, "Planning Checklist," provides a suggested
checklist to help you plan your installation.
Appendix B, "3274 Device Cables," provides cable attachment information, and also channel attachment information for the 3274 Models lA, lB, and ID.
Appendix C describes the use of the Printer Authorization
Matrix.
Appendix D is a procedure for verifying the 3274 subsystem after IML is performed.
Appendix E provides a procedure for converging the color
patterns on the 3279 Color Display Station during customizing.
For detailed information about the functions and features
of the above 3270 Information Display System units, see
the latest editions of:

An Introduction to the IBM 3270 Information Display
System, GA27-2739
IBM 3270 Information Display System: Component
Description, GA27-2749
IBM 3270 Information Display System: Installation
Manual- PhYSical Planning, GA27-2787
IBM 3270 Information Display System: Configura tor,
GA27-2849
IBM 3270 Information Display Station: Character Set
Reference, GA27-2837
IBM 3274 Control Unit Operator's Guide, GA23-0023
IBM 3278 Display Station Operator's Guide, GA27-2890
IBM Cryptographic Subsystem Concepts and Facilities,
GC22-9063
See Figures P~l through p-s for other manuals that may
help you plan your installation.

Chapter 7, "Update-Diskette Installation Procedure,"
describes how to install an update-diskette in your 3274.
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Summary of Amendments (March 1980)
to GA27-2827-S by Revision GA27-2827-6

Summary of Amendments (October 29, 1979)
to GA27-2827-4 by Revision GA27-2827-S

This revision contains the following new material:

This edition contains the follOWing significant changes from
the previous edition:

• Procedures for setting up and customizing the 3274
Model SIC. This includes updates to general
descriptions, sequence numbers, and diagrams for the
SIC.
.
• New sequence numbers for:
Structured field and attribute processing (SFAP)
Extended character set adapter
Programmed symbols terminals
Decompression
Advanced function keyboards
• An explanation of Configuration Support C.
• New 8421 codes.
• Chapter 7: Update Diskette Installation Procedure has
been rewritten to clarify the procedure.

1. An explanation of the various levels of 3274 Configuration Support has been added.
2. A recommended sequence for installing a 3274 subsystem has been added .
3. Additional responses have been added to sequence
number 113 (Extended Function Store).
4. The following sequence numbers have been added to
the customizing process. Each requires a I-digit (0 or
1) response:

161 - Color (Models lA, IB, lC, and 10)
305 - BSC Printer Polling.(ModellC BSC only)
S. Sequence number 215 has been renamed "Physical
Unit Identification (PUID)," and its use has been
clarified.

• Sequence number 313 has had a second entry added:
Internal or External Clocking for BSC.

6. Appendix 0 has been added to provide verification of
the 3274 subsystem after customizing is completed and
IML has been performed. The procedure in this
appendix should be given to the customizing operator
along with the filled-in customizing form.

• The validation number has been changed to 06 throughout the manual.

7. Appendix E provides procedures for converging color
patterns on the 3274 during customizing.

• Sequence number 343 has been renamed Communication Interface Option and expanded to allow designation
of the X.21 Leased adapter.

8. The Validation Number has been changed to OS and
listed on the cover of the manual.
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Chapter 1. Planning and Setup
In troduc ti on
This planning and setup guide will help you plan the installation of the IBM 3274 Control
Unit Models lA, I B, and I D and/or the setup of the following 3270 Information Display
System units:
IBM 3274 Control Unit ModellC
IBM 3274 Control Unit Model SIC
IBM 3278 Display Station
IBM 3279 Color Display Station
IBM 3287 Printer
IBM 3289 Line Printer
These units have convenient customer access areas to which your personnel can attach the
cluster cables and the keyboard and feature cables.
The 3274 (all models), 3278, 3279, 3287, and 3289 units are delivered with unpacking
instructions attached to an outside surface of the shipping carton. In addition to the
unpacking instructions, the 3274 Models 1C and 51 C, 3278, 3273287, and 3289 units
have setup instructions inside the shipping carton. The unpacking instructions and the
setup instructions are step-by-step procedures that describe the unpacking and setup tasks
for the unit. The 3274 must also be customized for the unique cluster configuration.
Chapters 2, 3, and 4 provide the information needed to prepare for, and to customize, all
models of the 3274. Included is a suggested form to use when customizing the 3274.
Chapter 2 also describes the procedure for installing update diskettes sent to you from
time to time by IBM. Chapter 5 provides the information and procedure to modify a
system diskette. Chapter 6 provides the information and procedure to generate a backup
(duplicate) system diskette. Chapter 7 provides the information needed and the
procedures for installing an updated diskette package.
Using the planning information in this guide will help you to ensure that your personnel
can (1) unpack, position, set up, customize (3274), and check out the 3274 Models lC
and SIC, 3278,3279,3287, and 3289 units, and (2) unpack, position, attach the device
cables (coaxial cables that connect the 3274 to the attached units) to, and customize the
3274 Models I A, 1B, and I D without the help of IBM service representatives (an IBM
service representative will install the 3274 Models lA, IB, and ID). As a result, you will
be able to use your new display/printer cluster at an early date. If, later, you choose to
improve the work flow by relocating these units within the site, your personnel should be
able to accomplish the relocation (the help of an IBM service representative is needed to
relocate a 3274 Model lA, IB, or ID).

3274 Cluster Unit Descriptions
The 3274 cluster consists of an IBM 3274 Control Unit with attached display stations
and/or printers.
For detailed information about the functions and feq.tures of the 3274 and the units that
can be attached to the 3274, seethe latest editions of:

An Introduction to the IBM 3270 Information Display System, GA27-2739
IBM 3270 Information Display System: Component Description, GA27-2749
IBM 3270 Information Display System: Character Set Reference, GA27-2837
Otapter 1. Planning and Setup
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Configuration Planning
To plan the configuration of the 3274 and the attached units, use the appropriate (U.S.,
Americas/Far East, or Europe/Middle East/Africa) Configuration Tables in IBM 3270
Information Display System: Configurator, GA27-2849. These tables will help you
determine which feature codes are needed to:
• Connect the:
a. 3274 Model lA, lB, or lD to a host system through a local channel.
b. 3274 ModellC or SIC to a host system through communication facilities.
• Provide the required quantity of 3274 terminal adapters.
• Provide feature compatibility among the individual units.
The tables also indicate necessary features, optional features, prerequisite features, and
features that cannot coexist.

System Planning
The following tasks should be planned so that they can be accomplished in a timely
manner:
• Site preparation for the 3274 clusters
• Communication facilities preparation for 3274 Models 1C and 51 C
• Host system channel preparation for 3274 Models 1A, IB, and lD
• Programming support preparation
• 3274 pre-delivery planning activities
I t may be useful to designate to a person in your organization the responsibility of
ensuring that all these tasks are planned. The Planning Checklist in Appendix A of this
guide contains the events, in a suggested sequence, that should be planned in order to
install a 3274 Model lA, IB, or lD and/or set up a 3274 Model lC or 5IC and the
attached units for the first time; it therefore contains more detail than is required for
adding to or replacing an existing display/printer system. In either case, each event should
be carefully considered so that installing the 3274 Model lA, lB, or lD and/or setting up
the 3274 Models 1C and 51 C and the attached units is problem-free.

Site Preparation
The specifications for all physical requirements of the 3274,3278,3279,3287, and 3289
units are given in IBM 3270 Information Display System: Installation Manual - Physical
Planning, GA27-2787.
This guide will help you provide compatibility between these units and the following:
• Work space considerations
• Electrical requirements
• Cable requirements and installation
• Power cord plug requirements
• Environmental requirements

Communication Services (3274 Models lC, 51C)
Arrangements need to be made for the installation of the communication facilities
between the 3274 Models lC, SIC and the host communication unit/adapter. There must
be compatibility between Models 1C and 51 C, the modems, the communication line, and
the communication unit/adapter; for example, line speed, duplex or half-duplex facilities,
and NRZ (non-return to zero) or NRZI (non-return to zero inverted).
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Compatibility among these components is a major consideration in new installations. To
reduce delays caused by incompatibility, it is recommended that you request assistance
from your communications representative and from your IBM representative to
determine whether the 3274 Models lC and SIC, modems, communication line, and
communicatiounit/adapter are compatible. In addition, schedules should be established to
ensure that the modems, communication line, and communication unit/adapter are
installed and tested before delivery of Models 1C and 51 C and the attached units.

Local Channel Attachment (3274 Models lA, IB, and ID)
A plan needs to be established for required changes to your host system selector,
multiplexer, or block multiplexer channel configuration; considerations should include
device priorities, device data rates, device addresses, I/O interface cable lengths, and
changes to the sequence and control (power sequencing and emergency power off) cables.
The Channel Attachment Information Form in Appendix B should be completed before
the 3274 is delivered. This information will be required by the IBM service representative
at the time of installation. The following information will assist you in completing the
form. For further information, see the IBM System/370 Installation Manual - PhYSical
Planning, GC22·7004. The 3274 Models, lA, IB, and 10 may be attached to a byte
multiplexer, block multiplexer, or selector channel. In most cases the choice of channel
attachment depends on system considerations such as channel utilization rather than
3274 operation.
Selector or Block Multiplexer Channel (Non-Byte Mode Operation): If you choose to
attach the 3274 Model lA, IB, or lD to a block multiplexer or selector channel, the
following options should be selected:
1. Select the 100-Kb data rate (ModellA only).
2. Select burst mode for Model lA. No selection is required for Models IB and 10.
3. Select the priority that will produce the greatest channel efficiency with other
attached devices. Factory wiring of high priority is recommended.
The 3274 Models lA, lB, and ID are designed to operate with disconnect command
chaining (DCC). Therefore, they will provide greater channel efficiency on a block
multiplexer channel than on a selector channel.
Byte Multiplexer Channel (Byte Mode Operation): If you choose to attach the 3274
Model 1A, 1B, or 1D to a byte multiplexer channel, the following considerations and
selections should be made:
1. a. Select byte mode for Model 1A.
b. Select burst mode for Models lB and 10 only if the 3274 is the only device on
the channel. In all other cases select byte mode.
2. Select a priority that is below all overrunnable devices on the channel. This can be
accomplished by channel cabling between devices and/or the channel priority
options.
3. On the Model lA, select the data rate that will produce maximum channel utilization
with other devices attached to the same channel. There is no data rate selection
option on the Models IB and 10.
When choosing a control unit address for the 3274 Model lA, you may use anyone of
the 2S6 possible addresses. The 3274 ModelslB and 10 are very similar to the 3272. The
hexadecimal address of the control unit must be a multiple of hex 10 (hex 00, hex 10,
hex 20, etc.). If more than 16 devices are attached, the control unit address must be a
multiple of hex 20 (hex 00, hex 20, hex 40, etc.).
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The 3274 Models IS and 10 also require an address range. Calculate the number of
contiguous addresses as follows:
8 X Number of Type A Terminal Adapters + 4 X Number of Type B Terminal
Adapters
For example, a control unit address of hex 20 with 2 Type A Terminal Adapters and 3
Type B Terminal Adapters Would be 16 + 12::: 28. Therefore, 28 is the number of
contiguous addresses. The 3274 Models IB and 10 will then respond to addresses hex 20
through hex 3B.

Programming Support
It is important to plan for proper programming support at the host system. The 3274
clusters can be added to most 3270 display/printer systems with minimal impact on the
existing programs. In certain cases, however, host system 'definition (SYSGEN)
parameters will have to be changed to accommodate attachment of a 3274 cluster.
Infonnation on programming requirements is given in An Introduction to the IBM 3270
Information Display System, GA27-2739, Introduction to Programming the IBM 3270,
GC27-6999, and IBM 3270 Information Display System: Component Description,
GA27·2749.

In addition, it is recommended that for 3274 clusters you enhance your system
availability and serviceability by installing the Online Test Executive Program (OLTEP) at
the host system. Contact your IBM representative for information about OLTEP.

Response Time
The response time (performance/throughput) of the devices (displays and printers)
attached to a 3274 can be significantly affected by many factors. Some of these factors
are:
1. Inbound and outbound message lengths.
2. Frequency and content of message. (tabbing, R/MOTs, selects, etc.)
3. Type of channel and size of CPU.
4. Protocol (SNA or non-SNA; BSC or SOLC).
5. Cluster size, network content, and line speed.
6. Printer speed and type (with or without intelligence, matrix or line printing, LUI,
LU2, or LU3 mode, and with or without color option).
7. Screen size and features (PS, color, etc).
8. The associated system control and application programs.
To assist you to determine response time during the early planning stages of your 3274
display/printer subsystem, it is recommended that you contact your IBM sales representative. He has the tools and facilities to evaluate your 3274 subsystem response time.

Configuration Support
There are multiple levels of diskettes (Configuration Support levels) available for the
3274 Control Unit. These levels allow selection of the diskettes (feature and system) that
will satisfy your requirements.

If you update your 3270 system with additional functions you may also have to change
your Configuration Support level. Consult your IBM representative for specific functions
included in each Configuration Support level.
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Configuration Support A
This configuration support is shipped with all 3274s unless configuration support B or C
is specified. It is the base level of 3274 support including base color on attached
terminals,plus support of solicitation of summary maintenance statistics from a 3274
ModellC or 5lC with SNA/SDLC IML.
Configuration Support B (#9111)
(Models lA, lC, lD, 5lC only). This support provides support for all 3270 functions
included in configuration support A, plus the ability to attach 3278 Display Station
Model 5's, and support for the following functions:
• Pacing of inbound message traffic (Models lA, IC/SNA, 5IC/SNA)
• Automatic session recovery in both single and multidomain networks (Modell C/SNA)
• Host notification of changes in the power on/off status at attached terminals (Models
IA and lC/SNA, 51C/SNA)
Configuration Support C (#9112)
This support provides support for all 3270 functions included in configuration B plus
support for the following additional functions: .
• Structured field and attribute processing (SF AP)
• Programmed symbols (PS) on attached terminals
• Extended color on attached terminals
• Extended highlighting
• Decompression of PS load data
• Switched network operation (SNA/SDLC)
• BSC text blocking
• BSC transparency
Encrypt/Decrypt Feature (3274 Models lC and SIC)
It is the customer's responsibility to install a copy of the secondary logical unit (LU) key
(the terminal master key) in the 3274 Control Unit Model IC or 51 C equipped with the
Encrypt/Decrypt feature (#3680). This should be done by someone in a position of trust,
such as a security officer. Once the terminal master key has been installed in the 3274,
the 3274 generates a verification pattern based on the terminal master key. A master-key
verfication procedure can be performed by any operator without compromising the
security of the Encrypt/Decrypt feature. A mercury battery, IBM Part 1743456, is
installed in the 3274 to sustain the terminal master key when the 3274 power is off.
Replacing this battery, or its equivalent, is also a customer responsibility. Procedures to
install and verify the terminal master key, and to replace the mercury battery, are
described in IBM 3274 Control Unit Operator's Guide, GA23-0023.
The Encrypt/Decrypt feature should be installed on a new 3274 before the initial
customizing is performed. If it is installed on a customized 3274, recustomizing is
necessary after installation. ~1he response to sequence number 352 (Encrypt/Decrypt)
must be changed to a I . '
Refer also to IBM Cryptographic Subsystem Concepts and Facilities, GA22-9063, for
background information, and to IBM 3270 Information Display System: Component
Description, GA27-2749, for programming information.
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Pre-Delivery Planning
The 3274 Models lA, IB, and ID are installed by an IBM service representative. The
3274 Models IC and SIC, on the other hand, are set up by your personnel. To prevent
delays and help ensure a smoother installation/setup, it is recommended that a designated
person in your organization:
1. Compile the installation-dependent information described in this section
2. Distribute the installation-dependent information to the appropriate personnel or the
IBM service representative
3. Coordinate the activities of your personnel and/or the IBM service representative
3274 Model lA, IB, or ID to Local Channel Cables
The I/O interface and power sequencing cables between a 3274 Model lA, IB, or ID and
a local channel will be installed and connected by IBM. However, these cables must be
ordered by cable order unless you are replacing a 3272 with a 3274, in which case, the
same cables can be used.
3274 Models IC and SIC Communication Cable
The communication cable that connects the 3274 Modell C or 51 C to the modem or
channel service unit is delivered with the Models 1C and 51 C. The standard cable length is
6.1 meters (20 feet); optional cable lengths of 3.0 meters (10 feet), 9.1 meters (30 feet),
and 12.2 meters ( 40 feet) may be specified. This cable is connected to the Models 1C and
SIC by the setup personnel. Instructions for connecting the communication cable to the
3274 Models 1C and 51 C are provided by the 3274 Setup Instructions delivered with these
models. Connection to the modem or channel service unit should be discussed with your
supplier.
3274 Models 1C and SIC System Grounding
Frame ground (EIA RS232 or CCITT V.28 pin 1) and signal ground (EIA RS232 or
CCITT V.28 pin 7) should be connected together at one point only. This can be either in
the 3274 Models IC and SIC or in the modem or channel service unit. It is recommended
that, if possible, this connection be made in the modem or channel service unit.
In Europe/Middle East/ Africa countries the majority of modems do not have this
connection made. For this reason connection has been made within the 3274 Models IC
and SIC at the plant of manufacture.
Note: If you are replacing a 3271 or 3275 with a 3274 Model 1C or 51C, the modem
should already have signal ground and frame ground connected together. However, this
should be verified with your communications supplier.
Fan-Out Feature: This feature permits two or more control units to be connected to a
single modem. If the model has this capability, it is imperative that the signal ground and
frame ground wires be connected together in the modem.
3274 Device Cables
The device cables are the coaxial cables that connect the 3274 to its attached display
. stations. and printers. These cables should be procured and installed before the delivery of
the 3274 and the units that will be attached to the 3274. Your personnel (or contractor)
will connect these cables to the 3274 and the attached units.
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Note: If you are replacing a 3271 or a 3272 with a 3274, you can use the existing device
cables between the 3271/3272 and the attached units. However, the 3271 or 3272 device
cables must be connected/disconnected by an IBM service representative, because the
3271 and 3272 and the attached units do not have customer access areas; It is
recommended that, before the IBM service representative. disconnects these cables, you
have the cables marked as described below.
To reduce delays associated with connecting these cables to the 3274, it is recommended
that each cable be marked at both ends to identify:
• The 3274 connector panel type (Category A panels or Category B panels) and the
3274 port (0 to 31) to which it is to be connected
• The unit type to be attached
For additional information concerning device cables, refer to IBM 3270 Information
Display System: Installation Manual - Physical Planning, GA27-2787.
A 3274 Device Cable Attachment form is provided in Appendix B of this guide to help
simplify marking and connecting the cables. Instructions for completing all portions of
the form except Network Addresses and using the form are also included in Appendix B.
A form should be completed for each 3274 cluster you order. Copies of the completed
form should be given to the personnel who will install and mark the cables and the
personnel who will connect the cables to the 3274. In addition, a copy of the form
should be stored in the pocket inside the 3274 customer access door for future reference.
3274 Cluster Network Address Labels
Hexadecimal address labels (IBM Part 1743290) are delivered with the 3274. (They will
be found, together with a Problem Report Form and Configuration Data card, in the
pocket inside the 3274 customer access door.) After each cluster unit is set up, the labels
that specify the unit's network address should be attached to the unit's address label
holder (if present).

It is recommended that a designated person in your organization (1) obtain the cluster
network addresses from the system programmer, (2) enter the addresses in the Network
Address column of the 3274 Device Cable Attachment form in Appendix B, and (3)
distribute the network addresses information to the person who will attach the address
labels.
For information concerning SNA network addresses, refer to Systems Network
Architecture General Information: Network Addresses, GA27-3102; for information
concerning BSC network addresses, refer to IBM 3270 Information Display System:
Component Description, GA27-2749.

3274 Customizing
Once installation of a 3274 Model lA, 1B, or 10 Control Unit by your IBM service
representative (or your own setup of a 3274 Model 1C or SIC) is completed and device
cables have been connected, you are ready to configure your system of displays and
printers.
The 3274 controls the operations of all the terminals attached to it. Information stored
on a diskette (mounted inside the 3274) enables the control unit to perform its terminal
control functions. This system diskette, shipped with the 3274, contains microcode to
direct control unit functions and performs diagnostic routines to test the 3274 prior to
system operation. Before this diskette can perform any useful function in your system,
however, you must customize the diskette by writing certain information on it
specifically for your configuration. Briefly, customizing is performed by keying in system
Chapter 1. Planning and Setup
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parameters at an attached 3278 or 3279 display station. As a result of this procedure, a
unique configuration table is written on the system diskette. In daily operations the
operator inserts this customized system diskette in the 3274 and presses the on/off switch
to on, or, if this switch is already on, presses the IML button. This action causes the 3274
to execute the diagnostic routines stored on the system diskette. Upon successful
completion of these tests, the 3274 is loaded with the configuration data that was stored
on the system diskette by the customizing procedure. System operation can now begin.
There are various occasions when it will be necessary to customize your system
diskette(s). They are as follows:
• When you initially customize your system diskette (as described above).
• When you wish to duplicate your system diskette. (This new diskette is referred to as a
backup diskette.)
• When you wish to generate a second system diskette to be used for a different
purpose. For example, you may choose to have one system diskette to operate in BSC
mode and another to operate in SDLC/SNA mode.
• When you need to recustomize your system diskette because you have changed your
configuration. This includes adding or removing features such as Encrypt/Decrypt or
terminal adapters.
Detailed procedures for performing these tasks are provided in Chapters 2 through 6.
In general, the person who customizes the system diskette uses a language diskette and a
feature diskette in conjunction with the customizing procedure. The language diskette is
used to customize· the system diskette for languages other than English (U.S.) and
Canada/French (both are EBCDIC), and the ASCII (U.S.)1 character set. The feature
diskette is used to customize the system diskette for all other cluster parameters. The
detailed customizing procedures explain when to insert the required diskettes and direct
the person customizing the 3274 to enter the configuration information into the 3274
through a 3278 or 3279 display station attached to port AO of the 3274.
To simplify the customizing task, it is recommended that the planner compile the
configuration information and supply it to the person responsible for performing the
customizing procedure. Included in Chapter 3 are descriptio~s of the parameters to be
entered and instructions for completing the Initial Customizing Procedure Form (Chapter
4). A form should be completed for each 3274 ordered prior to delivery of the unit. In
addition, configuration information should be copied on the Configuration Data card
(shipped with the 3274) and stored in the 3274. (A pocket, located on the inside of the
3274's customer access door, is a convenient place to store this card.)

Subsystem Verification
After customizing is completed, all devices are attached to the 3274, and an initial
microcode load (IML) of the subsystem has been performed, it should be verified that the
control unit can reach all attached devices. This can be done by performing the
Subsystem Verification Procedure (Appendix D). This procedure allows the operator
to:
• Verify the number of Type A and B devices configured.
• Determine whether a device is powered on or off.
• Determine whether a device has been disabled as a result of a device error.
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ASCII character- set is available in the U;S. only.

This procedure should be provided to the person responsible for performing the
customizing procedure.

Installing Your 3274 Subsystem
When installing your 3274 subsystem, you will use various sources of information. When
preparing the physical location for your subsystem, you should use the "3274 Device
Cable Attachment Form" from Appendix B, the IBM 3270 Injc)rmation Display System:
Installation Manual - PhYSical Planning, GA27 -2787, and the IBM 3287 Printer Site
Planning Guide, GA18-20l8, if your subsystcm includes a 32H7 printer. When your
subsystem arrives and you are ready to install the equipment, you will need some
information that is packaged with the various components (unpacking instructions, setup
instructions, and problem determination information) and some that will be extracted
from this manual (customizing forms and subsystem verification procedure). Some of the
forms in this manual require that you fill in information that is unique to your
installation. It is recommended that you perform your installation in the following
sequence.

Replacing a 3271 or a 3272 with a 3274
When a 3272 is replaced by thl! 3274 Mudd I A, I H, or ID, the existing 3272 local
channel attachment and device (coaxial cables between the 3272 and its attached units)
cables can be used with the 3274 Model I A, 1B, or 1D. However, if the existing
3277/3284/3286/3288 units are to be at tadlcd to the ~274, the device addresses of these
units have to be changed. For information cOII~l!rning device addresses for the 3274
cluster, refer to IBM 3270 Information Display System: Component Description,
GA27-2749.
The 250V watertight plug used on the 327'2 is not compatible with the 3274 Model lA,
lB, or lD watertight plug. Therefore, when a 3272 is replaced by a 3274 Model lA, lB,
or lD, the power receptacle must be changed prior to installation of the 3274. See IBM
3270 Information Display System: Installation Manual - Physical Planning, GA27-2787,
for the type required.
When a 3271 is replaced by a 3274 Model I Cor 51 C, the existing 3271 device cables and
modem can be used with the Modd 1C or 5 I C. Ilowever, t he device addresses of the
existing 3277/3284/3286/3288 units and the communication cable that connects the
3271 to its modem cannot be used with the 3274 Model 1C or 51 C'. A new
communication cable is delivered with the 3274 Models I C and 51 C. The standard cable
length is 6.1 meters (20 feet)~ optional cable lengths of J.O meters (10 feet), 9.1 meters
(30 feet), and 12.2 meters (40 feet) may be spcdtled.
If the existing 3271 or 3272 device cables are to be used with the J174, it is
recommended that the cables be marked as described under "3174 Devil;e Cahles."
Notes:
1. The 3277 keyboards and operator ID card /'mJers cannot he used with lite 3278 or
3279.
2. The 3274, when operating in BSC mode, ji.ll1ctiol1s as a 3271 Control Unit, hut is not
compatible with the 3275 Display Station. See IBM 3270 Information Display
System: Component Description, GA27-274Y, jc)r all explanation of lite dljj£'rell('es.
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When a 3271 or a 3272 is replaced by a 3274, the following should be considered:
• The 3274 can control up to sixteen 3277s/3284s/3286s/3288s. Therefore, more than
one 3274 is required to replace a 3271 or 3272 that has more than 16 of these units
attached.
• The 3274 needs a 3278 or 3279 attached to port AO. Therefore, a 3278 or 3279 must
be added to the existing units.
Note: All the 3271 or 3272 cluster cables must be connected/disconnected by an IBM
service representative, because the 3271 or 3272 and the attached units do not have
customer access areas.

Problem Determination Procedures
The problem determination procedures will help you perform problem determination
with minimal reliance on the host system. These procedures use tests contained in the
3274, 3278, 3279, 3287, and 3289 units. See Figure P-5, "Problem Determination
Manuals," in the preface.
The procedures enable you to determine whether a problem is being caused by a cluster
unit, a system unit or function outside the 3274 cluster, or an operator error. You will
also be able to determine whether:
• Operation in a degraded mode is possible.
• Useful work can be done until the problem is corrected.
• The repair action can be scheduled for deferred maintenance.
If you require the help of an IBM service representative, the error message and error
condition information should be recorded on a problem report form for the failing unit
before the service representative is called. This information will help the service
representative resolve the problem as soon as possible.

Relocation/Removal
To ensure proper handling and/or shipping of the 3274 and the attached
3278s/3279s/3287s/3289s when the units are removed or relocated to a different room,
building, or mailing address, it is recommended that you call your local IBM branch
office. Your IBM representative will supply you with the necessary information and can
order the required materials.
Note: The help of an IBM service representative is required to relocate a 3274 Model lA,

1B, or 1D.

Progress Review
To ensure a smooth installation of the 3274 Model lA, 1B, or 10 and/or setup of the
3274 Models 1C and 51 C and attached units, it is recommended that approximately two
months before delivery of the units you 'and the IBM representative review (1) the
progress (or the schedule associated with the changes) at the host system site, (2) the
communication network and modems, (3) the physical changes needed at the cluster site,
and (4) the progress of the pre-delivery planning tasks. At the same time, you and your
IBM representative can review the cluster configuration to determine whether the feature
mix is adequate.
It is also recommended that about two weeks before delivery of the units a designated
person in your organization and the setup personnel review the setup instructions with
your IBM representative.
1.. 10

Before Equipment Arrives

D

Prepare physical location.

3270 Installation ManualPhysical Planning

GA27-2787

3274 Control Unit
Planning, Setup, and
Customizing Guide

GA27-2827

3274 Device Cable
Attachment Form

To
Physical
Installation
Personnel

Appendix B

3287 Printer Site
Planning and Site
Preparation Guide

GA18-20l8

II

Prepare installation-unique information.
Backup System
Diskette Generation
Procedure Form
3274 Control Unit
Planning, Setup, and
Customizing Guide

GA27-2827

Printer Authorization
Matrix Form

Initial Customizing
Procedure Form

Chapter 6

Chapter 4

Chapter 4
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After Equipment Arrives
Note: Each unit has a Problem Determination Guide packaged with it. If
a problem arises while you are setting up a particular component, consult
the guide for that component before calling 18M.

II

Unpack and set up display terminals.
3278 Setup

Instructions
GA27·2838
3279 Setup

Unpack
Instructions

Instructions
GA33·3050

3278

II

3278

or

or

3279

3279

Unpack and set up printers.
Problem
Determination
Guide
GA27·3151

Setup
Unpack
Instructions

Lift carton

Unpack
I nstructi ons

Setup
Instructions

,

GA27·314Q

t
3289

l-i2

/

t

I

II

Unpack and set up 3274 Control Unit.

Note: Because special skills and tools are needed to set up Models 1A, 1B, and 1D,
ca/l your IBM service representative after your personnel have unpacked and placed
the unit Your personnel should continue at step
when the IBM service
representative completes the setup.

II

Unpack
Instructions
Lift carton

Setup
Instructions
GA27-2855

t
3274 Model
1A, 1B, 1C, or 10

CE
Information
(Retain for IBM
Service Representative)

CE
Information
Retain for IBM
Service Representative

\

Setup
Instructions
GA23-0047

\

\

\

-- -'---

\ .

\
\

\

I

\

\

3274 Model 51 C
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II

Connect components

3274 Control Unit
Model 1A, 1 B, 1C, or 1D

~
""-_.' __ ":',....

~
.

.

.

I .'~

.

"'-0·

•

0

3278 Display Station
or
;3279 Color Di!lplay Station

3287 Pri nter

,

3~89

3274 Control Unit
Model51C

Line Printer

3278 Display Station
or
3279 Color Display Station

3287 Printer

3289 Line Printer
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II

Supply customizing information.

Backup System
Diskette Form*
Subsystem
Verification
Procedure

Planning, Setup, and
Customizing Guide

Printer
Authorization
Matrix Form*

~TO
T'

Customizer

8421 Indicator Codes

GA27-2827

Diskette I nsertion
Diagram

I-- '

Keyboard
Diagrams
Initial Customizing
Procedure Form *

-

Color Convergence
Procedure

* From Step

iii

fJ

Verify validation numbers.
System Diskette
Validation Number

Feature Diskette
Validation Number

XX

~--~r-------

_____

Must be the
same number

Initial Customizing
Procedure Form
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II

Customize the 3274 Control Unit.
3274 Control Unit
Model 1A, 1 B, 1C, or 1D

Port AO

3278 Display Station
or 3279 Color
Display Station

3274 Control Unit
Model51C

Port AO

1m

3278 Display Station
or 3279 Color
Display Station

Press IML button on control panel.
IML button
IML button

32'74 Control Unit
Model51C

m
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Perform subsystem verification.

IBM Americas/Far East and IBM Europe/Middle
East/ Africa
The pre-delivery/setup responsibilities and procedures for the 3274 Models IC and SIC,
the 3278, the 3279, the 3287, and the 3289 are the same for U.S. installation and for
countries served by IBM A/FE and IBM E/ME/ A.

If you need IBM publications in languages other than English, ask your IBM
representative. The IBM representative can provide information concerning the availability of translated IBM publications.

Supplemental Information
Safety
The 3270 units are listed by the Underwriters' Laboratory. Exposed hazardous voltages
are not present at the designated customer access areas of the 3274, 3278, 3279, 3287,
and 3289 units.

I

DANGER
Your personnel should be warned not to go beyond the customer access areas, because
there are hazardous voltages within the areas designated for trained personnel only.

Electrical grounding of the 3274 and all the attached units is essential for safety. Be sure
that all the facility power receptacles are properly grounded and will accept a grounding
type plug (3-prong or equivalent). If you have any questions about the grounding of
power receptacles, contact an electrician. For information about power cord plugs, power
receptacles, and other safety considerations, refer to IBM 3270 Information Display
System: Installation Manual- Physical Planning, GA27-2787.

Security
If the 3274 and the attached units have access to proprietary records or personnel
records, it is recommended that you implement appropriate safeguards for the security of
the information and the units. IBM makes available some basic functions, but you should
decide which ones to use. In addition to safeguards that you may develop, the Security
Keylock and Magnetic Reader Control features and the Magnetic Slot Reader accessory
may be ordered for 3278s and 3279s. Also available with the 3274 Models IC and SIC is
an Encrypt/Decrypt feature that enhances data security in an SNA-communications
environment.

Personnel Training
If you intend to provide formal training for your operators, you can use the following
operator's guides as texts:
• IBM 3274 Control Unit Operator's Guide, GA23-0023
• IBM 3278 Display Station Operator's Guide, GA27·2890
• IBM 3279 Color Display Station Operator's Guide, GA33-30S7-0
• IBM 3287 Printer Operator's Guide, GA27-3ISO
• IBM 3289 Line Printer Models 1 and 2 Operator's Guide, GA27-3I47
The operator's guides describe the basic capabilities of the 3270 units. It is recommended
that you use this information to prepare operating procedures for your unique
operations. Problem determination guides for the 3274,3278,3279,3287, and 3289 are
available to assist operators in determining when an error has been made or when the
equipment is not performing properly.
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Supplies
The following supplies may be required, depending upon the types of terminals, devices,
and features installed.
• Ribbon: Black, IBM Part 1136653 or a customer-selected equivalent, used by the 3287
Models 1 and 2.
• Ribbon: Black, IBM Part 1136634 or a customer-selected equivalent, used by the 3289
Modell.
• Ribbon: Black, IBM Part 1136670 or a customer-selected equivalent, used by the 3289
Model 2.
• Ribbon: Color, IBM Part ------- for the 3279 Color Display Station.
• Paper: Single-part continuous or multipart (six-part maximum) for the 3287s and
3289s. See Forms Design Reference Guide for Printers, GA24-3488.
• Spare magnetic stripe cards.
• Hexadecimal address labels: IBM Part 1743290.
• Mercury Battery: IBM Part 1743456.

Voice Communication between 3274 Cluster
Operators and Host System Operators
It is recommended that a telephone be available at each location to allow the 3274 cluster
operators to talk with the host system operators. This will assist the operators in
performing the problem determination procedures as well as the daily work.

Reference Manuals
See the preface for a list of publications that may help you to plan the installing of your
equipment.
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Chapter 2. Introduction to Customizing
The 3274 Control Unit allows the user 'to specify the configuration under which the 3274
operates. Specification of the 3274 configuration is done using the "customizing
procedure." This chapter describes how and by whom the customizing procedure is
performed.
Customizing a 3274 Control Unit usually involves a planner and an operator or someone
responsible for the actual customizing operation. The planner identifies and compiles the
configuration information needed for each 3274 and gives it to the operator, who,
following a prompting sequence at a 3278 Display Station or 3279 Color Display Station
(with keyboard) attached to the 3274, enters the information. The operator is prompted
by a series of sequence numbers that are displayed in the form of three digits; the
responses are usually 1-through-5-digit entries. The 3278 or 3279 used for this operation
must be attached to port AO of the 3274; it should be near the 3274 during the
customizing operation and be clearly identified for the operator. If you are using a 3279,
the operator might have to perform a convergence procedure (Appendix E); during'the
convergence procedure, error conditions are displayed in the operator information area.
Using Figure 2-1 as a guide, the sequence number descriptions in Chapter 3, and the form
supplied in Chapter 4, the planner prepares a list of the responses to be entered. The
completed form is given to the operator, who enters each response on the 3278 or 3279
keyboard as each sequence number is displayed. If the entry is acceptable, the display
changes to the next sequence number. If the entry is not acceptable, a 1- or 2-digit
operator code (Figure 44) is displayed at the top center of the screen to identify the
problem. At the end of the series of sequence numbers, the 3278 or 3279 displays all the
responses entered to permit verification and correction of the entries.
To prepare for customizing, it is recommended that the planner;
1. Use Chapter 3 as a guide to determine what configuration information is needed for
each 3274 model. Figure 2-1 and the sequence number descriptions identify the
information sources.
2. Using Figure 2-2 as a guide and the sequence number descriptions in Chapter 3,
compile the needed information for each 3274.
Note: The sequence number descriptions contained in Chapter 3 are grouped as follows:
3274 Model lA
3274 Models lB and lD
3274 Models lCand 51C

3. Identify each diskette. A label in the upper right corner of the diskette identifies the
diskette type by name, IBM part number, and validation number. The IBM part
numbers (listed according to Configuration Support A, B, or C) are;
Feature diskette
System diskette
Language diskette

A
5718400
5718420
5718440

B

C

5675100
5675101
5718440

5675102
5675103
5862415

In addition, you may wish to write some unique designation of your own on the
label. For example, you could specifically identify it as to configuration, 3274
Control Unit in which it is to be customized and used, etc. '
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4. Enter the following information on the Initial Customizing Procedure Form in
Chapter 4:
a. The type of keyboard (typewriter or data entry) to be used by the operator.
Note: If using a 76- or 88-key Japanese English or Japanese Katakana keyboard,
specify the number of keys and keyboard type.
b. In step 1, the identification of each diskette to be used.
c. In step 7, enter the response to sequence number 031. This is the number (0-3) of
RPQ diskettes to be used.
d. In step 8, use as a guide the information in Chapter 3 that applies to the model to
be customized and enter the responses to be keyed in by the operator. Use that
portion of the step that applies to your configuration.
5. If the printer authorization matrix is to be defined, or if changes are to be made to
the existing matrix, fill out the Printer Authorization Matrix Form at the end of
Chapter 4.
6. The following should be given to the operator who will customize the 3274:
a. Copy of the Color Convergence Procedure (Appendix E) (if required)
b. Completed Initial Customizing Procedure Form
c. Completed Printer Authorization Matrix Form (if required)
d. Copy of the "Operator Codes" chart (Figure 44)
e. Copies of the "8421 Indicator Codes" charts (Figures 4-5, 4-6, and 4-7)

f. Copy of the appropriate keyboard layout showing valid keys (Figures 4-1 and 4-2)
g. Feature and system diskettes, and language diskette (if applicable)
h. RPQ diskette(s) (if applicable)
i. Copy of the Subsystem Verification Procedure (Appendix D)

It may be convenient for the planner at the central or host system location to prepare the
Initial Customizing Procedure Form for several 3274s at other locations and to forward
the forms to each location.
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Sequence
Number

Resp~nse

3274Function

1A

1B

1C

51C

10

Notes

Definition

Enter

001

Keyboard validation

X

X

X

X

X

1

011

Patch request

X

X

X

X

X

1

-

-

021

Printer authorization matrix

X

X

X

X

X

3

O=No
1=Yes

022

Printer authorization matrix specification

X

X

X

X

X

1

See text

031

RPQ diskettes required

X

X

X

X

X

2

O=Not required
1=One diskette required
2=Two diskettes required
3=Three diskettes required

111

Number of Category B terminals

X

X

X

X

X

2

See text

112

Number of Category A terminals

X

X

X

-

X

2

See text

113

Extended function store .

X

X

X

X

2

See text

121

Keyboard/character set language

X

X

X

X

X

2

See Figure 3-2

131

Typewriter keyboard

X

X

X

X

X

2

O=None
1=Yes

132

Data entry keyboard

X

X

X

X

X

2

O=None
1=Yes

133

Data entry keypunch-layout keyboard

X

X

X

X

X

2

O=None
1=Yes

134

APL keyboard

X

-

X

X

X

2

O=No
1=Yes

135

Text keyboard

X

-

X

X

X

2

O=No

141

Magnetic character set

X

X

X

X

X

2

A=No
B=Numeric (3277compatible)
C=Alphameric
(auto entry for
nondisplay data)
D=Alphameric
(auto entry for
all data)

143

Host-Ioadable printer authorization matrix

X

X

X

X

X

3

O=No
1=Yes

145

3289 Text print control

X

X

X

X

X

3

O=No
1=Yes

147

Local copy function

-

-

X

X

X

3,5

O=No
1=Yes

-

1~Yes

151

3274 model designation

X

X

X

X

X

2

A,B,C,D,E

161

Color

X

X

X

X

X

2

O=No
1=Yes

162

Structured Field and Attribute
Processing (SFAP)

X

-

X

X

X

O=No
1=Yes

163

Extended Character Set Adapter

X

X

X

See text

Programmed Symbols (PS)

X

-

X

164

X

X

X

O=No
1=Yes

165

Decompression

X

-

X

X

X

O=No
1=Yes

166

Advanced Function Keyboard

X

-

X

X

X

A=None
B=Without
numeric lock
C=With numeric lock

Figure 2-1 (part 1 of 2). Configuration Information Needed
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Sequence
Number

3274Function

1A

Response

1B

1C

51C

X

201

Control unit address

X

211

SCS support

X

-

X

213

Between bracket printer sharing

X

-

X

215

Physical Unit Identification (PUIO)

-

-

X

-

X

X

X

X

1D

Notes

Definition

3

See text

-

2

O=No
l=Yes

X

-

3

O=No
l=Yes

X

-

3

See text

3

See text

3

See text

Enter

301

Control unit number (BSC only)

302

SOLC control unit address

305

·BSC printer polling.

-

-

X

X

-

5

O=No
l=Yes

310

Modem connection

-

-

X

X

-

2

O=Other
l=CCITT 108.1

311

Modem wrap

-

-

X

X

-

2

O=Not possible
l=Possible

313

NRZI encoding (SOLC only) or NRZ

-

-

X

X

-

2,4

O=NRZ
l=NRZI

313

Internal or External Clocking

X

X

5

O=External
l=lnternal

314

Multipoint or point-to-point network

-

-

X

X

-

2,4

O=Multipoint
1=Point-to-point

317

Nonswitched or switched network backup

-

-

X

X

-

2,4

O=Nonswitched
l=SNBU

318

Normal or half-speed transmission

-

-

X

X

-

2,4

O=Normal
1=Half

321

ASCII or EBCDIC character set

-

-

X

X

-

2,4

O=EBCOIC
l=ASCII

331

BSC or SOLC protocol

-

-

X

X

-

2,4

O=BSC
l=SOLC

342

RTS (Request-to-send) control
(2-wire or 4-wire)

-

-

X

X

-

2,4

See text

343

Communications Interface Options

-

-

X

X

-

2,4

O=EMI
l=OOS
2=X.21 Leased

351

HPCA adapter (SOLC only) or CCA

-

-

X

X

-

2,4

O=CCA
l=HPCA

352

Encrypt/decrypt

-

-

X

X

-

2

O=No
l=Yes

900

Entry acceptance

X

X

X

X

X

1

-

901

Printer authorization matrix acceptance

X

X

X

X

X

1

-

-

999

Modify procedure

X

X

X

X

X

1

-

-

Notes: X in the model column indicates needed information; blank indicates not applicable.
1. Information is already identified on the Initial Customizing Procedure Form.
2. Obtain information from equipment orders placed with IBM, with the common
carrier, and (if necessary) with the modem manufacturer.
3. Obtain information from the system programmer.
4. This parameter must be compatible with the host system communications controller
and/or the modem.
5. Models 1C and 51C BSC only.

Figure 2-1 (part 2 of 2). Configuration Information Needed
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Chapter 3. Preparing to Customize
This chapter supplies the necessary information to permit the planner to fill in the Initial
Customizing Procedure Form in Chapter 4. Chapter 3 is divided into three groups,
according to model number. The first group contains information for customizing the
3274 Model lA; the second, for customizing the 3274 Models IB and ID; and the third,
for customizing the 3274 Models 1C and 51 C. Select the group that applies to the model
to be customized, and f111 in the replies in step 8 of the Initial Customizing Procedure
Form in Chapter 4. The sequence numbers are listed here and on the form in numerical
order; however, they may not be displayed on the 3278 or 3279 screen in numerical
order. Although all sequence numbers are listed in each group, only those required for the
model being customized are explained. All others instruct the planner to fill in a zero
response on the Initial Customizing Procedure Form. This is necessary because all
sequence numbers will be displayed to the operator after the responses are keyed in. The
sequence numbers that are not applicable to the model being customized will be filled in
with zeros on the 3278 or 3279 screen.

Otapter 3. Preparing to Customize
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3274 Model lA Customizing
Use the following· descriptions in conjunction with the Initial Customizing Procedure
Form in Chapter 4 to customize a 3274 ModellA.

001 Keyboard Validation
The response required for this sequence number is already entered on the form in step 4;
it verifies that the keyboard at the 3278 or 3279 is operating properly. Note that the last
two digits (digits following the space) in the response to sequence number 001 identify
the Validation Number that must be used in the customizing procedure. This number
must be the same as the Validation Number on the feature and system diskette labels.
Note: If a data entry keypunch layout keyboard is used, the New Line key is pressed
when ENTER is specified. Also, the PF10 key is pressed when RESET is required; the
PF8 key is pressed when New Line is required. See Figures 4..1 and 4-2 for valid key
positions and the differences just noted. Be sure to specify the keyboard type on the
Initial Customizing Procedure Form.

011 Patch Request
The response required for this sequence number is already entered on the form in step 5.
The service representative may use this sequence number to make a diskette patch
request.

021 Printer Authorization Matrix
Enter a 0 in step 6 on the Initial Customizing Procedure Form if any of the following
conditions apply:
• The printer authorization matrix is to be entered only by a host application program
(a 1 must be specified in sequence number 143).

• All printers are to be used in system mode and local copy operations are not desired.
• No printers are to be attached to the system.
Enter a 1 if a matrix is to be defined, thereby causing sequence number 022 to be
displayed. This matrix will be established for each 3274 IML, regardless of the response
to sequence number 143.

022 Printer Authorization Matrix Specification
The printer authorization matrix is defined in sequence number 022 by use of the
following parameters:
AA M XXXX YYYY YYYY
These parameters are entered by the operator who performs the customizing procedure.
The Printer Authorization Matrix Form contains spaces for entering the parameters.
These parameters correlate to the displayed entry as follows:
AA=Printer port address 01-31 (A 3278 or 3279 must be attached to port 00.)
M=Printer mode
O=System
I=Local
2=Shared
:xxxx=Prin ter class assignments
Composed of a 4-digit hexadecimal value, this field is bit-encoded and specifies
which class(es) the printer will operate in.
YYYY YYYY=Source Device List
Composed of two 4-digit hexadecimal values,this field is bit-encoded and
specifies-which display(s) may be copied by the printer.

Chapter 3. Preparing to Customize
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Refer to Appendix C for detailed information on the parameters of the printer
authorization matrix.
Fill in the appropriate spaces on the Printer Authorization Matrix Form with a definition
for each printer in your configuration, and attach it to the Initial Customizing Procedures
Form to give to the operator who will perform the customizing procedure. The
definitions may be entered in any sequence. Also, definitions do not have to be entered
successively; for example, you may enter definitions in groups 1, 2, and 3 of the form,
skip groups 4 and 5, and continue at group 6.
Once a printer authorization matrix has been defined, sequence number 021 is no longer
displayed when a customized 3274 Control Unit is being updated. Instead, the defined
matrix is displayed. If the entire matrix is deleted, sequence number 021 will again be
displayed during each updating procedure until a new matrix is defined. Any time the
initial customizing procedure is performed, the sequence number 021 is displayed and the
printer authorization matrix must be redefined if it is still required.

031 RPQ Diskettes Required
Enter the number of RPQ diskettes required (1-3) in step 7 of the Initial Customizing
Procedures Form. Enter a 0 if none are required.

111 Number of Category B Terminals
Enter a 2-digit number (00 to 16) specifying the number of Category B terminals that it is
possible to attach to your 3274. (The actual number you have attached at any given time
may be fewer than this number.)
Notes:

1. A 2-digit number must be entered. If necessary, use a leading zero. For example, to
specify 8, enter 08.

2. Category A terminals:
3278 Models 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
3279 Models 2A, 2B, 3A, and 3B
3287 Models 1 and 2 with 3274/3276 attachment (#8331)
3287 Models 1C and 2C
3289 Models 1 and 2
Category B terminals
3277 Models 1 and 2
3284 Models 1 and 2
3286 Models 1 and 2
3287 Models 1 and 2 with 3271/3272 attachment (#8330)
3288 Model 2
3a. Specify the number of Category A terminals in multiples of 8 (maximum of 32) and
the number of Category B terminals in multiples of 4 (maximum of 16), unless the
sum of the two categories exceeds 32.
3b. If the sum of the two categories exceeds 32:
• For Category B terminals, specify the actual number of Category B terminals
(sequence number 111).
• For Category A terminals, specify the difference between 32 and the number of
Category B terminals (sequence number 112).
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Example: 13 Category B terminals and 17 Category A terminals would be specified
as 13 and 19, respectively. Figure 3-1 shows the relationship and the ways to specify
the various Category A and B terminal quantities. Note that, when Category A
terminal adapters are added or removed, the host-recognized address of port BO
changes.

112

Number of Category A Terminals
Enter a 2-digit number (08 to 32) specifying the number of Category A terminals that it
is possible to attach to your 3274. (The actual number you have attached at any given
time may be fewer than this number.)

Quanti ty

_.

--

~1
0

-.. ...-

Base
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Specify: A08 and BOO

9

Number of Category A Terminals

...

A1

--

-.. -...

A2

..

A3

Adapter
Type

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 3031. 32
Specify: A 16 and BOO

Specify: A24 and BOO

Specify: A32 and BOO

1

BO=3 1 *
I

2
3

Specify:
A08 and B04
BO=08*

4

Specify:
32-B=A

Specify:
A24 and B04

Specify:
A16 and B04

BO=24*

BO=16*

7

BO=27*
Specify:
A08 and B08

8

BO=16*

BO=08~

BO=26*

Specify:
A24 and B08

Specify:
A16 and B08

aO=25*

BO=24*

9
10
11

BO=23*
Specify:
A16andB12

Specify:
A08 and B12
BO=08*

12

B4

g

15

BO=22*

Specify:
32-B=A
BO=16*

BO=21 *

Not
Permitted

BO=20*

13
14

BO=29*
BO=28*

5
6

BO=30*

BO=19*
Specify:
A08 and B16

Specify:
A16 and B16
BO=08*

16

BO=18*
BO=17*
BO=16*

Adapter Type

*The host-recognized port addresses are sequential with the first Category A port (port AO) always being
address 0 (with the exception of SNA, which is always 02). The first Category B port (port BO) is always
the next sequential address after the last Category A port.

Figure 3-t. 3274 ModellA Category A and B Terminal Quantity Relationships
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113 Extended Function Store
Enter one of the following to specify whether any, and which, Extended Function Store
feature is installed:
0000 = No Extended Function Store feature is installed.
3622
5000

= Extended Function Store feature type Cl (#3622) is installed.
= Extended Function Store feature type Cl (#3622) and C3

(#3625) is

installed.
5100 = Extended Function Store feature type C2 (#3623) is installed.
7000 = Extended Function Store feature type Cl (#3622) and Dl (#3627) is
installed.
7800

= Extended

Function Store feature type Cl (#3622) and D2 (#3628) is

installed.
9000 = Extended Function Store feature type Cl (#3622), C3 (#3625), and Dl
(#3627) is installed.
9100 = Extended Function Store feature type C2 (#3632) and Dl (#3627) is
installed.
9800 = Extended Function Store feature type Cl (#3622), C3 (#3625), and D2
(#3628) is installed.
9900 = Extended Function Store feature type C2 (#3623) and D2 (#3628) is
installed.

121 Keyboard/Character Set Language
Enter a 2-digit number (01 to 27) from Figure 3-2 specifying the keyboard/character set
language being used. A 2-digit number must be entered. If necessary, use a leading zero.
For example, to specify 8, enter 08.

131 Typewriter Keyboard
Enter a 0 if none of the attached 3278s have a typewriter keyboard (#2715,2717,4621,
4624, 4627, 4628) or a 1 if any do.

132 Data Entry Keyboard
Enter a 0 if none of the attached 3278s have a data entry keyboard (#2716, 4622) or a 1
if any do.

133 Data Entry Keypunch Layout Keyboard
Enter a 0 if none of the attached 3278s have a data entry keypunch layout keyboard
(#4623) or a 1 if any do.

134 APL Keyboard
Enter a 0 if none of the attached 3278s or 3279s have an APL Keyboard feature (#4626)
or a 1 if any do.
Note: If neither an APL nor a. text keyboard is attached to any 3278 or 3279, but you
wish to display or print APL and/or text characters, enter a 1.

135 Text Keyboard
Enter a 0 if none of the attached 3278s or 3279s have a Text Keyboard feature (#4629)
or a 1 if any do.
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Sequence
Number 121
Response

Language Name

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

English (U.S.)
ASCII (U.S.)*
Austria/Germany
Belgium
Brazil
Canada/French
Denmark
Denmark (alternate) *
Finland
Finland (alternate)*
France (QWERTY)
France (AZE RTY)
Austria/Germany (alternate) *
International
Italy
Japan/English
Japan/Katakana
Portugal 1973 (Not allowed with Configuration Support C)
Spain
Spain (alternate)*
Spanish-spea king
English (U.K.)
Norway
Sweden
EBCDIC (W.T.)
Norway (alternate)*
Sweden (alternate) *
Portugal 1973 Standard

*Not allowed with SFAP.

Notes:
1. Further keyboard/character set information can be found in the IBM 3270 Information
Display System: Character Set Reference, GA27-2837.
2

All character sets are EBCDIC except ASCII (U.S.).

3. The Alternate Character Set Language should be selected only when compatibility
with the 3271/3272/3275 data base is required To facilitate later migration, all
systems should be upgraded to the latest supported 3270 level.

Figure 3-2. 3274 ModellA Keyboard/Character Set Languages

141 Magnetic Character Set
Enter one of the following to specify the magnetic character set installed:
A
B
C
D

= None
= Numeric (3277-compatible)

= Alphameric (auto entry for nondisplay data)
= Alphameric (auto entry for all data)

143 Host-Loadable Printer Authorization Matrix
Enter a 0 if a printer authorization matrix is not to be loaded from the host or a 1 ifit is.
This matrix is defined by a user-written application program. When run, a host-loaded
matrix will override any other printer authorization matrix. (See also sequence number
021.)
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145 3289 Text Print Control
Enter a 0 if no 3289 Line Printer is attached or if a 3289 without the Text Print Chain is
attached. Enter a 1 if a 3289 with the Text Print Chain is attached.

147
Enter a 1 for this sequence number in step 8 on the customizing form. This function is
not selectable on the ModellA and is automatically included in your configuration.

151 3274 Model Designation
Enter an A to specify the 3274 Model lA.

161 Color
Enter 0 if no color display terminals or printers are attached; enter 1 if any are.

162 Structured Field and Attribute Processing (SFAP)
(Configuration Support COnly)
Enter a 1 if SFAP is being used; enter a 0 if not. This feature is necessary if you are using
the write-structured field command or any of the following orders: set attribute, start
field extended, modify field.
If you enter a 0,163-166 will not be asked.

163 Extended Character Set Adapter
(Configuration Support COnly)
This is the number of terminals with the extended character set adapter installed. A
2-digit number must be entered. If necessary, use a leading zero. For example, to specify
8, enter 08.
For Model IC, this number must not exceed the number of Category A terminals
specified in sequence number 112.

164 Programmed Symbols (PS) (Configuration
Support COnly)
Enter a 1 if your system has PS terminals; enter a 0 if not.

165 Decompression (Configuration Support COnly)
Enter a 1 if you specified PS data for 164 and want to send compressed PS data; enter a 0
otherwise. (Not asked unless 1 was specified for 164)

166 Advanced Function Keyboard (Configuration
Support COnly)
Enter one of the following to specify the function of the program function keys in upper
shift.
A =No advanced functiort keyboards being used.
B =Advanced function keyboards without the numeric lock feature
C =Advanced function keyboards with the numeric lock feature (#4690)

201 Control Unit Address
Enter the 2-character hexadecimal control unit address; this information can be obtained
from the system programmer at the host system location. The host system recoghizes this
address as the input/output address.

211 SCS Support
Enter a 0 if the SNA character string (SCS) feature (#9660) is not installed on any
attached printer, or a 1 if it is.
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213 Between Bracket Printer Sharing (SDLC Only)
Enter a 0 if Between Bracket Printer sharing is not allowed or a 1 if it is.

215
Enter 00000 for this sequence number in step 8 on the customizing form.

301
Enter 00 for this sequence number in step 8 on the customizing form.

302
Enter 00 for this sequence number in step 8 on the customizing form.

305 through 352 Communication Options
For sequence numbers 305 through 352, fill in each of the appropriate boxes in step 8 of
the Initial Customizing Procedure Form with a O.

900 Entry Acceptance
Sequence number 900, which appears as part of the sequence number 999 display,
prompts the operator to enter a 1 if, after the entries are verified, all the responses are
entered correctly. If incorrect responses are detected by the 3274, the 1 is automatically
changed back to a 0 by the 3274, an operator code is displayed for the incorrect
information, and incorrect entries are intensified.

901 Printer Authorization Matrix Acceptance
Sequence number 901, which appears as part of sequence number 022 (printer
authorization matrix display), prompts the operator to enter a 1 if, after the entries are
verified, all the responses are entered correctly. If unacceptable responses are detected by
the 3274, the 1 is automatically changed back to a 0 by the 3274 and invalid entries are
intensified.

999 Modify Procedure
Sequence number 999 displays all the responses entered during the customizing
operation, permitting the operator to review the entries and to make any corrections
needed. The Initial Customizing Procedure Form instructs the operator how to reply to
this sequence number.

Otapter 3. Preparing to Customize
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3274 Models IB and ID
Use the following descriptions in conjunction with the Initial Customizing Procedure
Form in Chapter 4 to customize 3274 Models IB and ID.

001 Keyboard Validation
The response required for this sequence number is already entered on the form in step 4;
it verifies that the keyboard at the 3278 or 3279 is operating properly. Note that the last
two digits (digits following the space) in the response to sequence number 001 identify
the Validation Number that must be used in the customizing procedure. This number
must be the same as the Validation Number on the feature and system diskette labels.
Note: If a data entry keypunch layout keyboard is used, the New Line key is pressed
when ENTER is specified. Also, the PF10 key is pressed when RESET is required; the
PF8 key is pressed when New Line is required. See Figures 4-1 and 4-2 for valid key
positions and the differences just noted. Be sure to specify the keyboard type on the
Initial Customizing Procedure Form.

011

Pat~h

Request
The response required for this sequence number is already entered on the form in step 5.
The service representative may use this sequence number to make a diskette patch
request.

021 Printer Authorization Matrix
Enter a 0 in step 6 on the Initial Customizing Procedure Form if any of the following
conditions apply:
• The printer authorization matrix is to be entered only by a host application program
(a 1 must be specified in sequence number 143).

• All printers are to be used in system mode and local copy operations are not desired.
• No printers are to be attached to the system.
Enter a 1 if a matrix is to be defined, thereby causing sequence number 022 to be
displayed. This matrix will be established for each 3274 IML, regardless of response to
sequence number 143.

022 Printer Authorization Matrix Specification
The printer authorization matrix is defined in sequence number 022 by use of the
following parameters:
AA M XXXX YYYY yyyy
These parameters are entered by the operator who performs the customizing procedure.
The Printer Authorization Matrix Form contains spaces for entering the parameters.
These parameters correlate to the displayed entry as follows:
AA=Printer port address (01-31). (A 3278 or 3279 must be attached to port 00.)
M=Printer mode
O=System
I=Local
2=Shared
XXXX=Printer class assignments
Composed of a 4-digit hexadecimal value, this field is bit-encoded and specifies
which c1ass(es) the printer will operate in.
YYYY YYYY=Source Device List
Composed of two 4-digit hexadecimal values, this field is bit-encoded and
specifies which display(s) may be copied by the printer.
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Refer to Appendix, C for detailed information on the parameters of the printer
authorization matrix.
Fill in the appropriate spaces on the Printer Authorization Matrix Form with a definition
for each printer in your configuration, and attach it to the Initial Customizing Procedure
Form to give to the operator who will perform the customizing procedure. The
definitions may be entered in any sequence. Also, definitions do not have to be entered
successively; for example, you may enter definitions in groups 1, 2, and 3 of the form,
skip groups 4 and 5, and continue at group 6.
Once a printer authorization matrix has been defined, sequence number 021 is no longer
displayed when a customized 3274 Control Unit is being updated. Instead, the defined
matrix is displayed. If the entire matrix is deleted, sequence number 021 will again be
displayed during each updating procedure until a new matrix is defined. Any time the
initial customizing procedure is performed, the sequence number 021 is displayed and the
printer authorization matrix must be redefined if it is still required.

031 RPQ Diskettes Required
Enter the number of RPQ diskettes required (1-3) in step 7 of the Initial Customizing
Procedures Form. Enter a 0 if none are required.

111 Number of Category B Terminals
Enter a 2-digit number (00 to 16) specifying the number of Category B terminals that it is
possible to attach to your 3274. (The actual number you have attached at any given time
may be fewer than this number.)
Notes:
1. A 2·digit number must be entered. If necessary, use a leading zero. For example, to
specify 8, enter 08.
2. Category A terminals:
3278 Models 1, 2, 3, and 4
3279 Models 2A, 2B, 3A, and 3B
3287 Models 1 and 2 with 3274/3276 attachment (#8331)
3287 Models 1C and 2C
3289 Models 1 and 2
Category B terminals
3277 Models 1 and 2
3284 Models 1 and 2
3286 Models 1 and 2
3287 Models 1 and 2 with 3271/3272 attachment (#8330)
3288 Model 2
3a. Specify the number of Category A terminals in multiples of 8 (maximum of 32) and
the number of Category B terminals in multiples of 4 (maximum of 16), unless the
sum of the two categories exceeds 32.
3b. If the sum of the two categories exceeds 32:
• For Category B terminals, specify the actual number of Category B terminals
(sequence number 111 ).
• For Category A terminals, specify the difference between 32 and the number of
Category B terminals (sequence number 112).

Chapter 3. Preparing to Customize
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Example: 13 Category B terminals and 17 Category A terminals would be specified
as 13 and 19, respectively. Figure 3-3 shows the relationship and the ways to specify
the various Category A and B terminal quantities. Note that, when Category A
terminal adapters are added or· removed, the host-recognized address of port BO
changes.

4. The 3274 Model lBis a multiaddress unit which is wired during installation for a
limited address range. If this limited address range and the specified number of
Category A and B terminals do not match, the 3274 will not be able to complete a
normal startup sequence.

112 Number of Category A Terminals
Enter a 2-digit number (08 to 32) specifying the numbet of Category A terminals that it
is possible to attach to your 3274. (The actual number you have attached at any given
time may be fewer than this number.)

Quanti ty

~
0

1:

-1

.

Base
2

3

4

5

6. 7

8

Specify: A08 and BOO

-9

Number of Category A Terminals

...

A1

-

.- --25 26 27

A2

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Specify: A16 and BOO

Adapter
-.. -- Type

A3

28 29 3031 32

Specify: A3~ and BOO

Specify: A24 and BOO

1
2

UlH
B1

3

iii

BO=08*

B2

6

7

Specify:
A16 and B08

BO=26*

Specify:
A24 and B08

BO=16*

80=08*

ca

....o
...

BO=25*

BO=24*

9

B3

10

~H
11

BO=23*
Specify:
A16 and B12

Specify:
A08 and B12
80=08*

12

B4

g

15

BO=22*

Specify:
32-B=A
BO=16*

BO=21*
BO=20*

13

14

BO=19*
Specify:
A08 and B16

Specify:
A16 and B16
BO=08*

16

BO=18*
BO=17*
BO=16*

Adapter Type

*The host-recognized port addresses are sequential with the first Category A port (port AO) always being
address 0 (with the exception of SNA, which is always 02), The first Category B port (port BO) is always
the next sequential address after the last Category A port.

Figure 3-3. 3274 Models IB and 1D Category A and B Terminal Quantity Relationships
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BO=29*
BO=28*

BO=27*
Specify:
A08 and B08

8

$

(J

~

BO=24*

BO=16*

BO=30*

Specify:
32-B=A

Specify:
A24 and B04

5

&H
>-

I

Specify:
A16 and B04

Specify:
AOS and B04

4

j

at

BO=3 1 *

Not
Permitted

Models IB and ID

113 Extended Function Store
For Model 1B: Enter 0000 for this sequence number in step 8 on the customizing form.
For Model ID: Enter one of the following to specify whether any, and which, Extended
Function Store feature is installed:
0000 = No Extended Function Store feature is installed.
3622 = Extended Function Store feature type CI (#3622) is installed.
5000 = Extended Function Store feature type CI (#3622) and C3 (#3625) is
installed.
5100 = Extended Function Store feature type C2 (#3623) is installed.
7000

= Extended

Function Store feature type CI (#3622) and DI (#3627) is

installed.
7800

= Extended

Function Store feature type CI (#3622) and D2 (#3628) is

installed.
9000 = Extended Function Store feature type CI (#3622), C3 (#3625), and DI
(#3627) is installed.
9100 = Extended Function Store feature type C2 (#3623) and DI (#3627) is
installed.
9800 = Extended Function Store feature type CI (#3622), C3 (#3625), and D2
(#3628) is installed.
9900 = Extended Function Store feature type C2 (#3623) and D2 (#3628) is
installed.

121 Keyboard/Character Set Language
Enter a 2-digit number (01 to 27) from Figure 3-4 specifying the keyboard/character set
language being used. A 2-digit number must be entered. If necessary, use a leading zero.
For example, to specify 8, enter 08.

131 Typewriter Keyboard
Enter a 0 if none of the attached 3278s or 3279s have a typewriter keyboard (#2715,
2717, 4621, 4624, 4627,4628) or a 1 if any do.

132 Data Entry Keyboard
Enter a 0 if none of the attached 3278s or 3279s have a data entry keyboard (#2716,
4622) or a 1 if any do.

133 Data Entry Keypunch Layout Keyboard
Enter a 0 if none of the attached 3278s or 3279s have a data entry keypunch layout
keyboard (#4623) or a 1 if any do.

134 APL Keyboard (Model1D Only)
Enter a 0 if none of the attached 3278s or 3279s have an APL Keyboard feature (#4626)
or a 1 if any do.
Note: If neither an APL nor a text keyboard is attached to any 3278 or 3279, but you
wish to display or print APL and/or text characters, enter a 1.

135 Text Keyboard (Model1D Only)
Enter a 0 if none of the attached 3278s or 3279s have a Text Keyboard feature (#4629)
or a 1 if any do.

Chapter 3. Preparing to Customize
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Sequence
Number 121
Response

Language Name

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

English (U.S.)
ASCII (U.S.)*
Austria/Germany
Belgium
Brazil
Canada/French
Denmark
Denmark (alternate)*
Finland
Finland (alternate)*
France (QWERTY)
France (AZERTY)
Austria/Germany (al ternate) *
International
Italy
Japan/English
Japan /Kata kana
Portugal 1973 (Not allowed with Configuration Support C)
Spain
Spain (alternate)*
Spanish-speaking
English (U.K.)
Norway
Sweden
EBCDIC (W.TJ
Norway (alternate)*
Sweden (alternate)*
Portugal 1973 Standard

*Not allowed with SFAP.
Notes:
1. Further keyboard/character set information can be found in the IBM 3270 Information
Display System: Character Set Reference, GA27-2837.

2. All character sets are EBCDIC except ASCII (U.S.).
3. The Alternate Character Set Language should be selected only when compatibility
with the 32711327213275 data base is required. To facilitate later migration, all
systems should be upgraded to the latest supported 3270 level.

Figure 3-4. 3274 Models IB and ID Keyboard/Character Set Languages

141 Magnetic Character Set
Enter one of the following to specify the magnetic character set installed:
A=None
B=Numeric (3277-compatible)
C=Alphameric (auto entry for nondisplay data)
D=Alphameric (auto entry for all data)

143 Host-Loadable Printer Authorization Matrix
Enter a 0 if a printer authorization matrix is not to be loaded from the host or a 1 if it is.
This matrix is defined by a user-written application program. When run, a host-loaded
matrix will override any other printer authorization matrix. (See also sequence number
021.)
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145 3289 Text Print Control
Enter a 0 if no 3289 Line Printer is attached or if a 3289 without the Text Print Chain is
attached. Enter a 1 if a 3289 with the Text Print Chain is attached.

147 Local Copy Function
For Modell B: Enter a I for this sequence number in step 8 on the customizing form. This
function is not selectable on the Model 1B and is automatically included in your
configura tion.
For Modell D: Enter a 0 if the local copy function is not being used or a 1 if it is.

Note: If a 0 is entered, local copy by means of the Print key is nullified.

151 3274 Model Designation
Enter a B or D to specify the 3274 model:
B = 3274 ModellB
D = 3274 Modell D

161 Color
Enter 0 if no color display terminals or printers are attached. Enter 1 if they are.

162 Structured Field and Attribute Processing (SFAP)
(Configuration Support COnly)
Enter a 1 if SF AP is being used; enter a 0 if not. This feature is necessary if you are using
the write-structured field command or any of the following orders: set attribute, start
field extended, modify field.
If you enter a 0, 163-166 will not be asked.

163 Extended Character Set Adapter (Configuration
Support COnly)
This is the number of terminals with the extended character set adapter installed. A
2-digit number must be entered. If necessary, use a leading zero. For example, to specify
8, enter 08.
For Model 1C, this number must not exceed the number of Category A terminals
specified in sequence number 112.

164 Programmed Symbols (PS) (Configuration
Support COnly)
Enter a 1 if your system has PS terminals; enter a 0 if not.

165 Decompression (Configuration Support COnly)
Enter a 1 if you specified PS data for 164 and want to send compressed PS data; enter a 0
otherwise. (Not asked unless 1 was specified for 164)

166 Advanced Function Keyboard (Configuration
Support COnly)
Enter one of the following to specify the function of the program function keys in upper
shift.
A = No advanced function keyboards being used.
B = Advanced function keyboards without the numeric lock feature
C = Advanced function keyboards with the numeric lock feature (# 4690)
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201 through 352
For sequence numbers 201 through 352, fill in the appropriate boxes in step 8 of the
Initial Customizing Procedure Form with the following entries:
201
211
213
215
301
302
305 - 351

Enter 00.
Enter o.
Enter o.
Enter 00000.
Enter 00.
Enter 00.
Enter 0 in each box.

900 Entry Acceptance
Sequence number 900, which appears as part of the sequence number 999 display,
prompts the operator to enter a 1 if, after the entries are verified, all the responses are
entered correctly. If incorrect responses are detected by the 3274, the 1 is automatically
changed back to a 0 by the 3274, an operator code is displayed for the incorrect
information, and incorrect entries are intensified.

901 Printer Authorization Matrix Acceptance
Sequence number 901, which appears as part of sequence number 022 (printer
authorization matrix display), prompts the operator to enter a 1 if, after the entries are
verified, all the responses are entered correctly. If unacceptable responses are detected by
the 3274, the 1 is automatically changed back to a 0 by the 3274 and invalid entries are
intensified.

999 Modify Procedure
Sequence number 999 displays all the responses entered during the customizing
operation, permitting the operator to review the entries and to make any corrections
needed. The Initial Customizing Procedure Form instructs the operator how to reply to
this sequence number.
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3274 Models IC and SIC
Use the following descriptions in conjunction with the Initial Customizing Procedure
Form in Chapter 4 to customize a 3274 Modell C or Model 51 C.

00] Keyboard Validation
The response required for this sequence number is already entered on the form in step 4;
it verifies that the keyboard at the 3278 or 3279 is operating properly. Note that the last
two digits (digits following the space) in the response to sequence number 001 identify
the Validation Number that must be used in the customizing procedure. This number
must be the same as the Validation Number on the feature and system diskette labels.

rr

a data entry keypunch layout keyboard is used, the New Line key is pressed
Note:
when ENTER is specified. Also, the PF10 key is pressed when RESET is required; the
PF8 key is pressed when New Line is required. See Figures 4-1 and 4-2 for valid key
positions and the differences just noted. Be sure to specify the keyboard type on the
Initial Customizing Procedure Form.

0]] Patch Request
The response required for this sequence number is already entered on the form in step 5.
The service representative may use this sequence number to make a diskette patch
request.

02] Printer Authorization Matrix
Enter a 0 in step 6 on the Initial Customizing Procedure Form if any of the following
conditions apply:
• The printer authorization matrix is to be entered only by a host application program
(a 1 must be specified in sequence number 143).

• AI] printers are to be used in system mode and local copy operations are not desired.
• No printers are to be attached to the system.
Enter a 1 if a matrix is to be defined, thereby causing sequence number 022 to be
displayed. This matrix will be established for each 3274 IML, regardless of the response
to sequence number 143.

022 Printer Authorization Matrix Specification
The printer authorization matrix is defined in sequence number 022 by use of the
following parameters:
AA M XXXX YYYY yyyy
These parameters are entered by the operator who performs the customizing procedure.
The Printer Authorization Matrix Form contains spaces for entering the parameters.
These parameters correlate to the displayed entry as follows:
AA=Printer port address (01-31) (A 3278 or 3279 must be attached to port 00.)
M=Printer mode
O=System
l=Local
2=Shared
XXXX=Printer class assignments
Composed of a 4-digit hexadecimal value, this field is bit-encoded and specifies
which class(es) the printer will operate in.
YYYY YYYY=Source Device Ust
Composed of two 4-digit hexadecimal values, this· field is bit-encoded and
specifies which display(s) may be copied by the printer.
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Refer to Appendix C for detailed information on the parameters of the printer
authorization matrix.
Fill in the appropriate spaces on the Printer Authorization Matrix Form with a definition
for each printer in your configuration, and attach it to the Initial Customizing Procedures
Form to give to the operator who will perform the customizing procedure. The
definitions may be entered in any sequence. Also, definitions do not have to be entered
successively; for example, you may enter definitions in groups 1, 2, and 3 of the form,
skip groups 4 and 5, and continue at group 6.
Once a printer authorization matrix has been defined, sequence number 021 is no longer
displayed when a customized 3274 Control Unit is being updated. Instead, the defined
matrix is displayed. If the entire matrix is deleted, sequence number 021 will again be
displayed during each updating procedure until a new matrix is defined. Any time the
initial customizing procedure is performed, the sequence number 021 is displayed and the
printer authorization matrix must be redefined if it is still required.

031 RPQ Diskettes Required
Enter the number of RPQ diskettes required (1-3) in step 7 of the Initial Customizing
Procedures Form. Enter a 0 if none are required.

111 Number of Category B Terminals
Enter a 2-digit number (00 to 16) specifying the number of Category B terminals that it is
possible to attach to your 3274. (The actual number you have attached at any given time
may be fewer than this number.)
Notes:

1. A 2-digit number must be entered. If necessary, use a leading zero. For example, to
specify 8, enter 08.
2. Category A terminals:
3278 Models
3279 Models
3287 Models
3287 Models
3289 Models

1, 2, 3,4, and 5
2A, 2B, 3A, and 3B
1 C and 2C
1 and 2 with 3274/3276 attachment (#8331)
1 and 2

Category B terminals
3277 Models 1 and 2
3284 Models 1 and 2
3286 Models 1 and 2
3287 Models 1 and 2 with 3271/3272 attachment (#8330)
3288 Model 2
3a. Specify the number of Category A terminals in mUltiples of 8 (maximum of 32 for
the 1C, 8 for the 51C) and the number of Category B terminals in mUltiples of 4
(maximum of 16 for the 1e, 4 for the 51C), unless the sum of the two categories
exceeds 32.
3b. If the sum of the two categories exceeds 32:
• For Category B terminals, specify the actual number of Category B terminals
(sequence number 111 ).
• For Category A terminals, specify the difference between 32 and the number of
Category B terminals (sequence number 112).
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Example: 13 Category B terminals and 17 Category A terminals would be specified
as 13 and 19, respectively. Figure 3-5 shows the relationship and the ways to specify
the various Category A and B terminal quantities. Note that, when Category A
. terminal adapters are added or removed, the host-recognized address of port BO
changes.
-

112 _Number of Category A Terminals
(does not apply to 51 C)
Enter a 2-digit number (08 to 32) specifying the number of Category A terminals that it
is possible to attach to your 3274. (The actual number you have attached at any given
time may be fewer than this number.) (Although not asked for the SIC, the number is
shown on the modify frame with 08 filled in.)

Number of Category A Terminals
Base

Quantity
2

3

4

A1
5

6

7

B

9

A2

A3 - - -.......

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32

o

t

B1
en

iii

c

.~
G)

~

m
>

C

f

...a
0

j
E
:I

2

Adapter
Type

Specify: A08 and BOO
Specify: A16 and BOO
Specify: A24 and BOO
Specify: A32 and BOO
~------------------r------------------r--------------- --r-~--~----------~
Note: The 51C is limited
to 8 A devices and 4 8
devices.
2
Specify:
Specify:
Specify:
Specify:
32-B=A
A24 and B04
A16 and B04
A08 and B04

__

H

H
B3

H

BO=08*

Specify:
A24 and B08

Specify-:
A16 and B08

Specify:
A08 and B08

BO=24*

BO=16*

BO=24*

BO=16.*

BO=08*

BO=23*
Specify:
A16 and B12

Specify:
A08 and B12
80=08*

12

Specify:
32-B=A

Not
Permitted

BO=16*

13

B4

g

14

Specify:
A08 and B16

Specify:
A16 and 816
BO=08*

16

BO=16*

Adapter Type

*The host-recognized port addresses are sequential with the first Category A port (port AO) always being address 0 (with the exception
of SNA, which is always 02). The first Category B port (port BO) is always the next sequential address after the last Category A port.

Figure 3·5. 3274 Models lC and SIC Category A and B Terminal Quantity Relationships
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113 Extended Function Store
Enter one of the following to specify whether any, and which, Extended Function Store
feature is installed:
ModellC
0000 = No Extended Function Store feature is installed.
3622

= Extended Function Store feature type Cl

(#3622) is installed.

5000 = Extended Function Store feature type Cl (#3622) and C3 (#362S) is
installed.
5100
7000

= Extended Function Store feature type C2 (#3623) is installed.
= Extended Function Store feature type Cl (#3622) and Dl

(#3627) is

installed.
7800

= Extended Function Store feature type Cl (#3622) and D2 (#3628) is
installed.

9000

= Extended

9100

= Extended

Function Store feature type Cl (#3622), C3 (#362S), and Dl
(#3627) is installed.
Function Store feature type C2 (#3623) and Dl (#3627) is

installed.
9800

= Extended

9900

= Extended

Function Store feature type Cl (#3622), C3 (#3625), and D2
(#3628) Model SIC is installed.
Function Store feature type C2 (#3623) and D2 (#3628) is

installed.
Model SIC
AOOO = Control Storage Expansion (#1802) with no extended function store feature
is installed.
BOOO = Extended Function Store feature type Dl (#3630) is installed.
COOO

= Extended Function

Store feature types Dl (# 3630) and D3 (#3631) are

installed.
DOOO

= Extended Function Store feature type D2 (#3632) is installed.

121 Keyboard/Character Set Language
Enter a 2-digit number (01 to 27) from Figure 3-6 specifying the keyboard/character set
language being used. A 2-digit number must be entered. If necessary, use a leading zero.
For example, to specify 8, enter 08.

131 Typewriter Keyboard
Enter a 0 if none of the attached 3278s or 3279s have a typewriter keyboard (#271S,
2717,4621,4624,4627,4628) or 1 if any do.

132 Data Entry Keyboard
Enter a 0 if none of the attached 3278s or 3279s have a data entry keyboard (#2716,
4622) or a 1 if any do.

133 Data Entry Keypunch Layout Keyboard
Enter a 0 if none of the attached 3278s or 3279s have a data entry keypunch layout
keyboard (#4623) or a 1 if any do.
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Sequence
Number 121
Response
01
02
03

04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Language Name
English (U.S.)
ASCII (U.S.)*
Austria/Germany
Belgium
Brazil
Canada/French
Denmark
Denmark (alternate) *
Finland
Finland (alternate)*
France (QWERTY)
France (AZERTY)
Austria/Germany (alternate) *
In ternati onal
Italy
Japan /Engl ish
Japan/Katakana
Portugal 1973 (Not aliowed with Configuration Support C.)
Spain
Spain (alternate)*
Spanish-speaking
English (U.K.)
Norway
Sweden
EBCDIC (W.T.)
Norway (alternate) *
Sweden (alternate) *
Portugal 1973 Standard

*Not allowed with SFAP.

Notes:
1. Further keyboard/character set information can be found in the IBM 3270 Information
Display System: Character Set Reference, GA27-2837.
2

All character sets are EBCDIC except ASCII (U.S.).

3. The Alternate Character Set Language should be selected only when compatibility
with the 3271/3272/3275 data base is required To facilitate later migration, all
systems should be upgraded to the latest support 3270 level.

Figure 3-6. 3274 Models lC and SIC Keyboard/Character Set Languages

134 APL Keyboard
Enter a 0 if none of the attached 32788 or 32798 have an APL Keyboard feature (#4626)
or a 1 if any do.
Note: If neither an APL nor a text keyboard is attached to any 3278 or 3279, but you
wish to display or print APL and/or text characters, enter a 1.

135 Text Keyboard
Enter a 0 if none of the attached 32788 or 32798 have a Text Keyboard feature (#4629)
or a 1 if any do.
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141 Magnetic Character Set
Enter one of the following to specify the magnetic character set installed:
A= None
B = Numeric (3277-compatible)
C Alphameric (auto entry for nondisplay data)
0= Alphameric (auto entry for all data)

=

143 Host.;.Loadab1e Printer Authorization Matrix
Enter a 0 if a printer authorization matrix is not to be loaded from the host or a 1 if it is.
This matrix is defined by a user-written application program. When run, a host-loaded
matrix will override any other printer authorization matrix. (See also sequence number
021.)

145 3289 Text Print Control
Enter a 0 if no 3289 Line Printer is attached or if a 3289 without the Text Print Chain is
attached. Enter a 1 if a 3289 with the Text Print Chain is attached.

147 Local Copy Function
BSC: Enter a 0 if the local copy function Print key is not being used or a I if it is.
Note: If a 0 is entered, local copy by means of the Print key and the host Copy
command are nullified.
SOLC: Enter a 1 for this sequence number in step 8 on the customizing form. This
function is not selectable for SOLe and is automatically included in your configuration.

151 3274 Model Designation
Enter a C to specify the 3274 Modell C. Enter an E to specify the 3274 Model 51 C.

161 Color
Enter 0 if no color display terminals or printers are attached; enter 1 if any are.

162 Structured Field and Attribute Processing (SFAP)
(Configuration Support COnly)
Enter a 1 if SFAP is being used; enter a 0 if not. This feature is necessary if you are using
the write-structured field command or any of the following orders: set attribute, start
field extended, modify field.

If you enter a 0, 163-166 will not be asked.

163 Extended Character Set Adapter (Configuration
Support COnly)
This is the number of terminals with the extended character set adapter installed. A
2-digit number must be entered. If necessary, use a leading zero. For example, to specify
8, enter 08.
For Model lC, this number must not exceed the number of Category A terminals
specified in sequence number 112. For Model 51C, this number must be 08 or less.

164 Programmed Symbols (PS) (Configuration Support COnly)
Enter a 1 if your system has PS terminals; enter a 0 if not.
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165 Decompression (Configuration Support COnly)
Enter a 1 if you specified PS data for 164 and want to send compressed PS data; enter a 0
otherwise. (Not asked unless 1 was specified for 164)

166 Advanced Function Keyboard (Configuration
Support COnly)
Enter one of the following to specify the function of the program function keys in upper
shift.
A = No advanced function keyboards being used.
B = Advanced function keyboards without the numeric lock feature
C = Advanced function keyboards with the numeric lock feature (#4690)

201
Enter 00 for this sequence number in step 8 on the customizing form.

211 SCS Support (SDLC Only)
Enter a 0 if the SNA character string (SCS) feature (#9660) is not installed on any
attached printer, or a 1 if it is.

213 Between Bracket Printer Sharing (SDLC Only)
Enter a 0 if Between Bracket Printer Sharing is not allowed or a 1 if it is.

215 Physical Unit Identification (PUID) (SDLC Only)
The physical unit identification (PUID) is a 5-character code that identifies the control
unit to the host in response to an SDLC XID command. It is required if the Model SIC is
to be used on a switched data link.
If the PUID is not used, enter 00000 for this sequence number in step 8 on the customizing form.
If the PUID is used, each control unit in a network should be assigned a unique PUID.
The machine serial number is recommended. The PUID must be obtained from the
system programmer and entered as the response to this sequence number in step 8 on the
customizing form.

301 Control Unit Number (BSC Only)
Enter the 2-digit decimal control unit number. Obtain the polling address (in
hexadecimal) for this control unit from the system programmer at the host system site.
Use Figure 3-7 to convert this address to the decimal control unit number.
Note: Because it is standard practice to send the address twice, the system programmer
may give you a "double address, " for example, 4040. You would use only the first two
digits, that is, 40.

302 SDLC Control Unit Address
Enter the 2-character hexadecimal SDLC control unit address; this information can be
obtained from the system programmer at the host system location. The host system, if
using NCP, specifies this address in the 3704/3705 PU macro.

305 BSC Printer Polling (BSC Only)
Reply 0 if the host uses general polling. Reply 1 if the host uses specific polling and
printers are not defined in the host polling list.

O1apter 3. Preparing to Customize
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BSC Hexadecimal
Polling
Address

Control Unit
Number
(Sequence
Number 301

EBCDIC

ASCII

Resp~nse)

40
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
4A
4B
4C
40

20
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
5B
2E
3C
28
2B
21
26
4A
4B
4C
40

II
4F
50
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
5A
58
5C
50
5E
5F

II
4F
50
51
52
50
24
2A
29
3B
5E

00
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13

II
15
16
17
18
19
20

II
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Example: If the EBCDIC hexadecimal BSC polling address is 4E, the value to be entered
is 14. If the ASCII hexadecimal BSC polling address is 4E, the value to be entered is 21.

Figure 3-7. BSC Polling Address/Control Unit Number Conversion Chart

310 Modem Connection
Enter a 0 if the 3274 is operating in Canada or in the U.S. For World Trade countries,
enter a 0 if the 3274 is operating in Request to Send/Clear to Send (RTS/CTS) mode.
Enter a 1 if the 3274 is connected to a CCITT 108.1 (COSTL). (This applies to the SIC
only when the CCITT 108.1 is connected to a switched network.)

311 Modem Wrap
Enter a 0 if the modem is not capable of a OTE-initiated automatic wrap test or a I if the
modem is. (In this case, the OTE is the 3274 Control Unit. The wrap test is initiated by
the CX Test (OTE) control signal option via pin 18 from the 3274 Control Unit.)
If an IBM 3872, 3874, or 3875 modem is used, enter a 1 if the CX Test (OTE) control
signal option was activated at the time of modem installation.
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Models IC and SIC
Wrap Feature: Determine whether the modem permits data to be wrapped under control
of the 3274 Control Unit or whether the modem has a switch to control the wrap
function. If the modem has the wrap capability and wrapping can be controlled from the
3274 Control Unit, it is recommended that this method be used.

If you are unable to determine that your modem has the wrap option activated, enter a O.
However, note that this may require you to recustomize at a later date if you determine
later that the modem does have the wrap option activated and you wish to use the wrap
capability.

313 NRZI (SDLC Only) or NRZ Encoding
Enter a 0 if NRZ (non-return to zero) encoding is used or a 1 if NRZI (non-return to zero
inverted) encoding is used. l

313 (BSC only) Internal or External Clocking
Enter a 0 if the business machine clock is provided externally and feature #6301 is

not installed.
Enter a 1 if the business machine clock is provided externally and feature #6301 is
installed.

314 Multipoint or Point-to-Point Network
Enter a 0 if the 3274 is part of a multipoint network or a 1 if it is part of a point-to-point
network.1

317 Nonswitched- or Switched-Network Backup
Enter a 0 if the modem does not have switched-network backup (SNBU) capability. If the
modem does have SNBU, enter a 0 to cause the modem to operate in nonswitched mode
or a 1 to cause the modem to operate in switched mode)
If the modem does have this capability, determine whether this capability can be
controlled externally by the 3274 or at the modem. It is recommended that this
capability be controlled by the 3274.
Notes:

1. In the U.S. and Canada a switched network attachment requires the use of a
protective device. This must be ordered from an OEM communication equipment
supplier and installed separately.
2. To have the capability to operate in either nonswitched or switched network backup
mode, two system diskettes may be generated (as described in Chapter 6), one for
each type of operation. To change modes, select the other system diskette and
perform IML procedures. Ensure that the diskettes are appropriately labeled.

318 Normal or Half-Speed Transmission
Enter a 0 if the modem does not have half-speed transmission capability or if full-speed
transmission capability is desired. Enter a 1 if half-speed transmission operation is desired.

If the modem has half-speed transmission capability, determine whether this capability
can be controlled externally by the 3274 or by a switch on the modem. If the capability
can be controlled by a switch on the modem, it is recommended that a 0 be entered and
that the switch be used. l

lThis parameter must be compatible with the host system communications
controller and/or the modem.
Chapter 3. Preparing to Customize
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Note: To have the capability to operate in either full-speed or half-speed mode, two
system diskettes may be generated (as described in Chapter 6), one for full-speed
operation and one for half-speed operation. To switch modes, select the other system
diskette and perform IML procedures. Ensure that diskettes are appropriately labeled.

321 EBCDIC or ASCII Character Set
Enter a 0 if the EBCDIC character set is used or a 1 if the ASCII character set is used
(available in the U.S. only).

331 BSC or SDLC Protocol
Enter a 0 if the BSC protocol is used or a 1 if the SDLC protocol is used.!

342 Request to Send (RTS) Control (2-Wire or 4-Wire)
SDLC:
2-wire: Enter a O.
4-wire: Enter a 1.
BSC:
2-wire: Enter a O.
4-wire: If your host modems use the New SYNC feature, enter a O. If you desire RTS
from selection to end of transmission (EOT) , enter a 1. (Be aware that
entering a 1 may cause communications errors. If in doubt, enter a 0.)
Note: Entering a 1 here and also in response to sequence number 314 will provide
permanent R IS.

343 Communications Interface Options
Enter a 0 if External Model Interface feature (EMI) #3701 is installed. Enter a 1 if the
DDS Adapter feature (#5650 for point-to-point or #5651 for multipoint operation) is
installed. Enter a 2 if X.21 Leased is installed.

351 HPCA (SDLC Only) or CCA Adapter
Enter a 0 if the CCA Adapter feature (#6302) is installed or a 1 if the HPCA Adapter
feature (#6303) is installed.

352 Encrypt/Decrypt (SDLC Only)
Enter a 0 if the ·Encrypt/Decrypt feature (#3680) is notinstalled or a 1 if it is.

900 Entry Acceptance
Sequence number 900, which appears as part of the sequence number 999 display,
prompts the operator to enter a 1 if, after the entries are verified, all the responses are
entered correctly. If incorrect responses are detected by the 3274, the 1 is automatically
changed back to a 0 by the 3274, an operator code is displayed for the incorrect
information, and incorrect entries are intensified.

1 This

parameter must be compatible with the host system communications
controller and/or the modem.
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901 Printer Authorization Matrix Acceptance
Sequel)ce number 901, which appears as part of sequence number 022 (printer
authorization matrix display), prompts the operator to enter a 1 if, after the entries are
verified, all the responses are entered correctly. If unacceptable responses are detected by
the 3274, the 1 is automatically changed back to a 0 by the 3274 and invalid entries are
intensified.

999 Modify Procedure
Sequence number 999 displays all the responses entered during the customizing
operation, permitting the operator to review the entries and to make any corrections
needed. The Initial Customizing Procedure Form instructs the operator how to reply to
this sequence number.

Chapter 3. Preparing to Customize
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Chapter 4. Initial Customizing Procedure
This chapter contains a recommended Initial Customizing Procedure Form. This form
should be used the first time the 3274 Control Unit is customized. Once the 3274 is
successfully customized, if changes are required or desired, the Modification Procedure
Form (Chapter 5) should be used.
When initial customizing is complete, the information on the Initial Customizing
Procedure Form should be copied onto the Configuration Data card supplied with the
3274. The card should be stored in the pocket on the inside of the 3274 operator access
door for future reference.
The following information should be entered by the planner on the Initial Customizing
Procedure Form:
1. The type of keyboard (typewriter or data entry) to be used by the operator.
Note: If using a 76- or 88-key Japanese English or Japanese Katakana keyboard,
specify the number of keys and keyboard type.
2. In step 1, the identification of each diskette to be used.
3. In step 7, enter the response to sequence number 031 (number of RPQ diskettes to
be used). If you have no RPQ diskettes, the response is O.
4. In step 8, use as a guide the section in Chapter 3 that applies to the model being
customized; enter the responses to be entered by the operator. Use the section of the
figure that applies to your configuration support.
In addition to the form, this chapter also contains:
• Keyboard diagrams showing the valid key positions for customizing (Figures 4-1 and
4-2).
• A diagram showing how to properly insert a diskette into the 3274 Control Unit
(Figure 4-3).
• A chart giving the meanings of and recommended actions for the operator codes that
may appear on the 3278 Display Station or 3279 Color Display Station during the
customizing procedure (Figure 4-4).
• Charts giving the meanings of and recommended actions for the 8421 indicator codes
that appear on the 3274 control panel during the customizing procedure (Figures 4-5
and 4-6).
• A chart giving the meanings of and recommended actions for the 8421 indicator codes
that could appear on the 3274 control panel during IML because of improper
customizing (Figure 4-7).
• A Printer Authorization Matrix Form to be used with sequence number 022 in
Chapter 3.
All the information listed above and the completed Initial Customizing Procedure Form
should be given to the operator who is to perform the customizing procedure at the 3278
or 3279 display station.
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VALIDATION NUMBER 06

Initial Customizing Procedure Form
Review this entire form before starting the customizing procedure. Unit
operating procedures are described in the 3270 Information Display System:
Operator's Guide, GA27-2890.
These procedures configure the 3274 Control Unit. If you do not get the
expected result in any step, start over at step 1. If you have the same problem
a second time, check with your supervisor, or follow your local procedures.
There are four indicators, labeled 8421, on the 3274 control panel. The
meanings of the 8421 indicator codes are shown in Figures 4-5 and 4-6. If
an error occurs during this procedure, the 8421 indicator codes may aid in
locating the cause. Within this form, an On indicator is called a 1, an Off
indicator a 0 (zero).

Alt IML
Address

1

*=

000 0

Power/Interface
Local/Offline

IML

D

2

842 1
o 0 0

842 1

Off
0001

Off

=a
This rotary switch is on
Models 1A, 1 B, and 1D only

Type of 3278 or 3279 keyboard to be used: _ _ __
Note: See Figure 4-1 or 4-2 before continuing.
1. Obtain the:
System diskette
F eatu re diskette
Language diskette (if applicable)
RPQ diskette(s) (if appl icable)

______
_____
1.

These diskettes
were delivered
with the 3274.

I

2.

3. _ _ _ _ __
2. Ensure that the 3274 Control Unit and the 3278 Display Station or
3279 Color Display Station have power switched on. The 3278 or 3279
must have a keyboard and must be attached to port AO of the 3274.
Note: When customizing a 3274-1A, 1B, or 1D, do not set the on/off
switch to the off position unless the rotary switch on the control panel
is in the Local/Offline position and the Local/Offline indicator is on.
The Power/Interface switch must be in the Local/Offline position and
the Local/Offline indicator must be on.
Chapter 4. Initial Customizing Procedure
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3. Insert the feature diskette (Figure 4-3), and press the IML pushbutton
momentarily. Within 1 minute or less, the 8421 indicator code should
be 0001. If you are using a 3279, refer to Appendix E for the convergence procedure.
4. Look for a 3-digit sequence number in the upper-left corner of the 3278
or 3279 screen. The first one is 001. Beneath the sequence number are
Xs that are replaced by keying in the response to sequence number 001
(below). If the entered response is acceptable, a new sequence number
will be displayed. If the response is unacceptable, an operator code will
be displayed at the upper, center portion of the screen. See Figure 4-4
for the meaning of the displayed code.

---C-

Sequence Number

Response

2-Digit Operator Code

I

00 1
XX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Cursor

Note: If a 76- or BB-key Japanese English or Japanese Katakana keyboard
is used, press the key circled in Figure 4-2 before proceeding. The
keyboard will be locked for about 10 seconds. When the keyboard
unlocks, continue.
Key in the following characters in response to sequence number 001 :
1234567890ABCDEF

~
Press ENTER.

~ThiS number must

Spacebar

match the Validation
Number on the
feature and system
diskette labels.

Note: Use only the cursor move keys to reposition the cursor during
this procedure.
5. Key in a 0 (zero) in response to sequence number 011. Press ENTER.
6. Key in a 1 in response to sequence number 021 if a Printer Authorization
Matrix Form has been given to you. Follow the instructions on the Printer
Authorization Matrix form. Otherwise, key in a 0 (zero). Press ENTER.
7. Key in the number of RPQ diskettes

(0-3)

sequence number 031, and press ENTE R.
4-4

being used in response to

8. Look for new sequence numbers (they may not be in numerical order nor
will all be displayed), and enter the response indicated for each from the
following filled-in listing. (Note that the listing is shown left-to-right, topto-bottom to match a display to be shown later in step 9.) Press ENTER
after keying in each response.
Note: If sequence numbers are displayed but are not listed below, you
can negate the functions represented by those sequence numbers and
continue the customizing procedure by responding with D's. This will
happen only if the Validation Number on the first page of this form is
lower than the Validation Number on the label of the diskettes being
customized. You should notify your supervisor that you have been
given the wrong form for the level of diskettes you are customizing and
that you have temporarily negated new functions that may be desirable.
Configuration Support A and B

111121 -

CD

rn

112-

rn

131 - 0

134-0

135-0

141- 0

143-

0

113 -

I I

132 - 0

133 ..... 0

145 - 0

147- 0
161- 0

151- 0
201301-

CD

rn

0
318- 0
343- 0
311-

211302313321351-

Configuration Support C

111-

CD

112-

131-

0

132-

141151-

0
0

0

rn

0

0
0

rn

0
143- 0

0
305- 0
314 - 0
331- 0
213 -

352-

0

113 -

I I

133-

0

145-

0

215 310317342-

I I

0
0

0

900 -- a

II
134-

0

.147-

D

161- 0

162-

0

163-

IT]

164-

201-

211-

0

213-

0

0

215-

I I

301-

rn

CD

314- 0
343- 0

302317-

rn
0

305 --- 0
318-

0

0
321- 0
351- 0

310-

121-

CD

135-

0

165 -

0

I I I

0
331 - 0
352- 0
311 --

166- 0

0
342- 0
313-

900- 0
Note: Use leading zeros to have 1-digit response fill a 2-digit box.
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9. After the last response is entered, sequence number 999 is displayed with
the responses entered during step 8. Verify the entries with the listing
in step 8. Except for sequence number 147, zeros will be displayed
with any sequence number for which you did not enter a response.
A "1" will be displayed with sequence number 147 for Models 1A, 18,
1C (SOLC), and 51C (SOLC). Entries may be corrected by moving the
cursor to the entry to be changed and entering the correct response. Do
not try to change the sequence number itself.
10. When all the entries are correct, move the cursor to the zero after
sequence number 900, change it to a 1, and press ENTE R. If all the
entries are acceptable, the screen will be cleared. Go to step 11. If any
entry is unacceptable, the entry to sequence number 900 is changed back
to 0 (zero) and the unacceptable value is intensified. (With the 3279,
intensified characters are white instead of green.) The operator code
at the upper, center portion of the screen refers to the greatest sequence number with its response intensified. Repeat step 9 and this
step. If there are still unacceptable entries, notify your supervisor.
11. Within 2 minutes, the 8421 indicator code on the 3274 control unit
should be flashing 1100, 1011, or 1101:
1100 - Replace the feature diskette with the RPQ diskette. Do not
press 1M L. (I f you do press 1M L, go back to step 3.) After the
RPQ diskette is inserted, the code will change to 0111 within
30 seconds. If additional RPQ diskettes are required, the
indicator code will again flash 1100. Repeat the procedure
for each additional RPQ diskette. At no time should you press
IML. When the RPQ diskette procedure is completed, the
indicator code should be flashing 1110. Reinsert the feature
diskette. Do not press IML. Within 2 minutes, the 8421
indicator code will flash 1011 or 1101.
1011 - Replace the feature diskette with the system diskette. Do not
press IML. (If you do press IML, go back to step 3.) Within
20 minutes, the indicator code will change to 1111. If errors
occur during th~s 20-minute period, a flashing 8421 indicator
code will appear. Figures 4-5 and 4-6 may aid in locating the
cause. Customizing is now completed and an 1M L of the 3274
Control Unit may be initiated.
1101 -

4·6

Replace the feature diskette with the language diskette. Do not
press IML. Within 30 seconds, the indicator code will change to
0111 and then to flashing 1011 within 1 minute. When the indicator code is flashing 1011, replace the language diskette with
the system diskette. Do not press IML. Within 20 minutes, the
indicator..code will change to 1111. If errors occur during this
20-minute period, a flashing 8421 indicator code will appear.
Figures 4-5 and 4-6 may aid in locating the cause. Customizing
is now completed and an 1M L of the 3274 Control Unit may be
initiated.

12. During 1M L, errors may occur because of improper customizing. The
8421 indicator codes caused by these errors are shown in Figure 4-7.
If, after IML js initiated, the X {(,:' symbol appears with ,no communication
reminders in the 3278 or 3279 display stations's operator information
area for more than 1 minute, contact your host system operator to
ensure that the 3274 Control Unit is belng·polled.

13. It is suggested that you copy the configuration information from this
form on the Configuration Data card supplied with the 3274 Control
Unit. Store the card in the pocket on the inside of the 3274 operator
access door for future reference.
14. If a Subsystem Verification Procedure has been given to you,
perform that procedure.
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Note: During customizing, only certain key positions are valid..
Only. those key positions shown below are to be used.

is required, press
the PF8 key.

When ENTER is specified, press the New Line key.
When RESETis required, press the PF10 key.

Data Entry
Keyboard

Figure 4-1. Valid Key Positions during Customizing
4-8

Note.: These drawings show the valid keys for both the 76~ and SS-key keyboards. The PF keys located 01'1 the
right side of the SS-key keyboards are not shown and are not valid during this procedure.

Japanese
Katakana
Typewriter
Keyboard

Press this key when sequence number 001 appears in upper-left corner of 3278 screen.

Japanese
Katakana
Data Entry
Keyboard

Press this key when sequence number 001 appears in upper left corner of 3278 screen.

japanese
English
Typewriter
Keyboard

Press this key when sequence number 001 appears in upper left corner of 3270 screen.

Figure 4-2. Valid Key Positions during Customizing When Using Japanese Katakana and Japanese English Keyboards
Chapter 4. Initial Customizing Procedu

3274 Diskette Insertion Procedure (All Models Except 51C)

1. Open the diskette reader enclosure door
by pressing the latch to the right.

3. Close the diskette reader enclosure door
by pushing the door to the left until it
latches (clicks).

~~OIO

B

Diskette
Reader
Enclosure
Door
Latch

e o'e

2. Remove the diskette to be used with
the 3274 from its gray protective
envelope, and insert it squarely into
the enclosure. Note diskette label
position is to the right.

Diskette
Label

Figure 4-3. (Part 1 of 2) Inserting a Diskette into the 3274 Control Unit
4-10

3274 Diskette Insertion Procedure (Model 51C)
1. Open the diskette reader by turning the operator knob counterclockwise.

2. Remove the diskette to be used with the 3274 from its gray protective envelope, and insert it
squarely into the enclosure. Note that diskette label position is on your left.

3. Close the diskette reader by turning the operator knob clockwise until it is horizontal.

Figure 4-3 (Part 2 of 2). Inserting a Diskette into the 3274 Control Unit
Chapter 4. Initial Customizing Procedure
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Code

Meaning

Action

01

One or more of the first 10 characters is incorrect.

Enter the correct response.

02

One or more of the 11 th to 17th characters, including
the space, is incorrect.

Enter the correct response.

03

(1 ) One of the last two characters you entered in
response to sequence number 001 is incorrect, or,
(2) the diskette release level is not the same
as the documentation level.

(1 )

Enter the correct response.

(2)

Restart after matching
diskette and documentation
levels.

11

You entered an invalid response (too many characters,
value too high or too low, wrong character, etc.).

Enter the correct response.

12

You entered a character other than A, S, C, 0, or E in
response to sequence number 151.

Enter the correCt response.

13

Your response has too few characters.

Enter the correct response.

14

(1 ) The numerical sum of the responses you entered
for sequence numbers 111 and 112 is greater
than 32.
(2) Your'response to #163 is greater than your
response to #112.

(1 )

Enter the correct response.

(2)

Enter the same or less than
your response to #112.

21*

You made an unacceptable change during the modify
sequence (number 999).

Recheck the entries and correct
them.

22*

(1 )

(1 )

(2)

Your response to sequence number 321 is 1, but
121 is not 02 and/or 131 is not 1, or
321 is 0 and 121 is 02.

23*

One or more of your responses are not compatible
with the response to sequence number 331.

24*

(1)

(2)

25*

(1 )

(2)

All of your responses to sequence numbers 131
through 135 are Os (at least one response must
bea1),or,
Your response to sequence number 113 was 3622
but the extended function store feature is not
installed in the 3274.
If this is response to sequence number 133, you
specified Katakana in 121 and Data Entry Keypunch keyboard in 133. (There is no Data Entry
Keypunch keyboard for Katakana.)
If this is response to sequence number 113, the
3274 has insufficient storage.

(2)

Verify and enter the correct
response.
Verify and enter the correct
response.

Verify and enter the correct
response.
(1 )

Verify and enter the correct
response(s) .

(2)

Verify and enter the correct
response.

(1 )

Verify and enter the correct
response.

(2)

Notify your supervisor.

26*

I nsufficient storage in the 3274.

Notify your supervisor.

27

(1 ) Language 18 specified for sequence
number 121 not allowed.
(2) Alternate language specified for sequence number
121 and SFAP specified for sequence number 162.

(1 ) Change response to sequence
number 121 to 28.
(2) Change response to sequence
number 121 to a nonalternate language or
specify 0 for sequence
numbers 162, 164, and
165 or
specify A for sequence
number 166 or
specify 00 for sequence
number 163.

•

•
•

99

Your entries are acceptable, but the entry for sequence
number 900 or 901 has not been changed to a 1.

Change 900 or 901 entry to
a 1.

*If any entry is unacceptable, the entry for sequence number 900 is changed back to 0 (zero) and
the unacceptable value is intensified.

Figure 4-4. Operator Codes during Customizing Only
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Steady
Code

Diskette Mounted

Meaning

Action

0001

Feature

Customizing being
performed

None.

0010

Any (indication lasts for 3
minutes or more)

Diskette improperly
inserted or an internal 3274
error

Insert diskette properly and
retry.

0011

Feature

Customizing being
performed

None.

0100

Feature

Patch, printer authorization
matrix, or RPQ being
performed

None.

0101

Feature

Configuration being
performed

None.

0110

Feature

Modification being
performed

None.

0111

Feature, language, or RPQ

Normal 3274 operation

None.

1000

System (customizing in
process)

Normal 3274 operation

None.

1001

Any

Internal 3274 error

Retry. Notify supervisor if
error recurs.

1010

Any

Internal 3274 error

Retry. Notify supervisor if
error recurs.

1101

Any (customizing
procedure in progress)

1. 1M L button pressed

1. Recustomize. Do not

while changing diskette,
or,
2. A bad or uncustomized
system diskette is being
used

press IML button unless
instructed to do so.
2. Insert a good customized
system diskette.

Customizing is complete

IML can be performed.

1111

System (I M L not
performed)

Figure 4-5. Steady 8421 Indicator Codes during Customizing Only
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Flashing Code

Diskette Mounted

Meaning

Action

0000 1011

Any

System diskette request

Insert system diskette.

0000 1100

Any

RPQ diskette request

Insert RPQ diskette.

0000 1101

Any

Language diskette request

Insert language diskette.

0000 1110

Any

Feature diskette request

Insert feature diskette.

0100 0010

System

Configuration on system
diskette being used for
update-diskette procedure
is not compatible with
this 3274

Use a system diskette with a
compatible configuration.

1000 0001

System

Uncustomized system
diskette being used during
update procedure

Use customized system
diskette.

1001 0110

Any

Wrong level diskette being
used

Use correct level diskette.

1111 0011

Feature

On/Off switch or TEST key
pressed instead of ENTER

Retry. Notify supervisor if
error recurs.

1111 0100

Feature or System

Internal 3274 error

Retry. Notify supervisor if
error recurs.

1111 0101

System

Internal 3274 error

Retry. Notify supervisor if
error recurs.

Feature

On/Off switch or TEST key
on the 3278 pressed instead
of ENTER

RPQ

Incompatible RPQs

Feature

Internal 3274 error

1111 0111

System

Internal 3274 error

Notify supervisor.

1111 1000

System

Internal 3274 error

Notify supervisor.

1111 1001

System

Internal 3274 error

Notify supervisor.

1111 0110

1111 1010

Any

Internal 3274 error

Notify supervisor.

1111 1011

System

Internal 3274 error

Notify supervisor.

1111 1100

Any

Diskette drive error or a
bad diskette

Retry. Notify supervisor if
error recurs.

1111 1101

System or feature

Diskette drive error or a
bad diskette

Retry. Notify supervisor if
error recurs.

1111 1110

Any

Internal 3274 error

Retry. Notify supervisor if
error recurs.

Figure 4-6. Flashing 8421 Indicator Codes during Customizing Only
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Notify supervisor.

Steady Code

Flashing Code

Diskette Mounted

Meaning

Action

-

0000 0101

System

Internal 3274 error or
wrong response to sequence
number 113 during
customizing procedure

Check response to sequence
number 113 and retry.
Notify supervisor if error
recurs.

-

0000 0110

System

Internal 3274 error or
wrong response to sequence
numbers 111, 112, or 351
during customizing
procedure

Check response to sequence
numbers 111, 112, and 351
and retry. Notify supervisor
if error recurs.

-

0000 0111

System

Internal 3274 error or
wrong response to sequence
number 311 during
customizing procedure

Check response to sequence
number 311 and retry.
Notify supervisor if error
recurs.

-

0000 1000

System

Internal 3274 error or
wrong response to sequence
number 111 during
customizing procedure

Check response to sequence
number 111 and retry.
Notify supervisor if error
recurs.

1101

-

System

Uncustomized system
diskette

Insert customized system
diskette.

1110

-

System

Insufficient Storage

Check response to sequence
number 113, and retry.
Notify supervisor if error
recurs .

. Figure 4-7. 8421 Indicator Codes during IML That Result from an Incorrect Customizing Procedure

\

\
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Printer Authorization Matrix Form
Enter the characters (below) supplied by the planner in the appropriate groups on your
display screen. If a group already is displayed as AA M XXXX YYYY YYYY, your entry
will overwrite these characters. When you have completed all your entries, move the cursor
to the zero after sequence number 901 at the bottom of the screen, change it to a 1, and
press ENTER. Any entry that is not valid will be intensified at this time and the 1 you
entered will change back to a 0 (zero). Correct the invalid entry, and return to 901.
Again, change the zero to a 1, and press ENTER. When all entries are valid, the printer
authorization matrix display will be replaced by the next customizing sequence number.
(If, at any time during this procedure, you wish to return to the original matrix, change
the 0 (zero) after the 901 to A and press ENTER.) Return to your original instructions.
To delete an entry, move the cursor (with cursor-move keys) to the leftmost position of
the entry (the Printer Port Address) and press the spacebar twice. The entire matrix, or
as many entries as desired, can be deleted in this manner. After all changes have been
made, press ENTER. All deleted entries will be displayed as AA M XXXX YYYY YYYY.
When the matrix is satisfactorily defined, move the cursor to the zero after sequence
number 901, change it to a 1, and press ENTER.
Printer
Port
Address
~

A

A

~

M

Source
Device
List

Printer
Class
Assignment

Printer
Mode

... r

X

X

X

X

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

1)
2)
3)

4)

5)
6)

7)
8)
9)
10)
11 )
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
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Printer
Port
Address
....-"-..

A
17)
18)
19)

20)

21)
22)
23)
24)
25)

26)
27)
28)

29)
30)

31 )
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A

Printer
Class
Assignment

Printer
Mode
~,.

M

X

X

X

Source
Device
List

,.,
" y
X

~

Y

y

y

y

y

y

y
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Modification Procedure
The Modification Procedure Form is used to modify an existing 3274 configuration
without performing the entire customizing procedure. The recommended Modification
Procedure Form contained in this chapter should be used only after the 3274 Control
Unit has been initially customized per the Initial Customizing Procedure Form in Chapter
4. The Modification Procedure Form is used to change an existing 3274 configuration.
After changes are made, be sure that the changes are recorded on the Configuration Data·
card stored in the pocket inside the 3274 customer access door.
The following information should be entered by the planner on the Modification
Procedure Form:
1. The type of keyboard (typewriter or data entry) to be used by the operator.
Note: If using a 76- or 88-key Japanese English or Japanese Katakana keyboard,
specify the number of keys and keyboard type.
2. In step I, the identification of each diskette to be used.
3. In step 7, enter the response to sequence number 031 (number of RPQ diskettes to
be used).
In addition to the form, this chapter also contains:
• Keyboard diagrams showing the valid key positions for modification (Figures 5-1 and
5-2).
• A diagram showing how to insert diskettes into the 3274 Control Unit (Figure 5-3).
• A chart giving the meanings of and recommended actions for the operator codes that
may appear on the 3278 Display Station or 3279 Color Display Station during the
modification procedure (Figure 5-4).
• Charts giving the meanings of and recommended actions for the 8421 indicator codes
that appear on the 3274 control panel during the modification procedure (Figures 5-5
and 5-6) .
• A chart giving the meanings of and recommended actions for the 8421 indicator codes
that could appear on the 3274 control panel during IML as a result of improper
modification.
• A Printer Authorization Matrix Form to be used with sequence number 022 (Printer
Authorization Matrix Specification).
All the information listed above and the filled-in Modification Procedure Form should be
given to the operator who is to perform the modification procedure at the 3278 or 3279
display station.
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VALIDATION NUMBER 06
Modification Procedure Form
Review this entire form before starting the procedure. Unit operating
procedures are described in the 3270 Information Display System:
Operator's Guide, GA27 -2890.
This procedure modifies an existing 3274 Control Unit configuration. If you
do not get the expected result in any step, start over at step 1. If you have
the same problem a second time, check with your supervisor, or follow your
local procedures.
The modification procedure can be negated at any time before step 11 by
inserting the customized system diskette and pressing 1M L. This will return
your. system to its last customized level.
There are four indicators, labeled 8421, on the 3274 control panel. The
meanings of the 8421 indicator codes are shown in Figures 5-5 and 5-6. If
an error occurs during this procedure, the 8421 indicator codes may aid in
locating the cause. Within this form, an On indicator is called a 1, an Off
indicator a 0 (zero).
Local/Offline
indicator
Ait IML
Address

8 4 2 1
000 0

Power/l nterface
Local/Offline

On
indicator

01

1

IML

D

2

8 4 2 1
o 0 0

*= 0001

Off

Off

=0
This rotary switch is on
Models 1A, 18, and 10 only

Type of 3278 or 3279 keyboard to be used: _ _ __
Note: See Figure 5-1 or 5-2 before continuing.
\

1. Obtain the:
Feature diskette
Customized system diskette
Language diskette (if applicable)
RPQ diskette(s) (if applicable)

1.

2.

3. _ _ _ __
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2. Ensure that the 3274 Control Unit and the 3278 Display Station or 3279
Color Display Station have power switched on. The 3278 or 3279 must
have a keyboard and must be attached to port AO of the 3274.
Note: When customizing a 3274-1A, 18, or 1D, do not set the on/off
switch to the off position unless the rotary switch on the control panel
is in the Local/Offline position and the Local/Offline indicator is on.
The Power/Interface rotary switch must be in the Local/Offline position and the Local/Offline indicator must be on.
3. I nsert the feature diskette (see Figure 5-3) and, holding the Alt 1M L
Address switch in position 1, press and release the 1M L button; th~n
release the Alt IML Address switch. Within 2 minutes, the 8421
indicator code will be a flashing 1011.
4. Insert the customized system diskette. Within 1 minute, the 8421
indicator code will be a flashing 1110.

5. Insert the feature diskette again. Within 1 minute, the 8421 indicator codes will be a steady 0001. If you are using the 3279, refer
to Appendix E for the convergence procedure.

6. Look for a 3-digit sequence number in the upper-left corner of the 3278
or 3279 screen. The first one is 001. Beneath the sequence number are
Xs that are replaced by keying in the response to sequence number 001
(below). If the entered response is acceptable, a new sequence number
will be displayed. If the response is unacceptable, an operator code will
be displayed at the upper, center portion of the screen. See Figure 5-4
for the meaning of the displayed code.
Sequence Number

Response

2-Digit Operator Code

~------0a1

xX

Cursor

Note: If a 76- or B8-key Japanese English or Japanese Katakana keyboard is used, press the key circled in Figure 5~2 before proceeding.
The keyboard will be locked for about 10 seconds. When the keyboard
unlocks, continue.

5-4

Key in the following characters in response to sequence number 001 :

1234567a90ABCDEFt~'ThiS number must
Press ENTER.

Spacebar

match the Validation
Number on the
feature and system
diskette labels.

Note: Use only the cursor move keys to reposition the cursor during this
procedure.
7. Key in a

a (zero) in response to ,sequence number 011. Press ENTER.

a. At this time, either sequence number 021 is displayed (meaning that no
printer authorization matrix has been defined) or the defined matrix' is
displayed.
If sequence number 021 is displayed and if you have not been given a
Printer Authorization Matrix Form, key in a 0 (zero) and press ENTE R.
If you have been given the Pr·inter Authorization Matrix Form, key in a 1
and press ENTE R, then follow the instructions on the form.
If the printer authorization matrix is displayed and you are to make
changes to the matrix,make the changes. Move the cursor to the entry
for 901 (located at the bottom of the screen), change it to a 1, and press
ENTER. If you have no changes, simply move the cursor to the entry
for 901, change it to a 1, and press ENTER.
9. Key in the number of RP'Q diskettes

(0-3)

being used in response to

sequence number 031, and press ENTER.
10. The entire set of sequence numbers sho!Jld now be displayed on the
display screen. Change the responses to the sequence numbers as
required. After all changes h$ve been made, move the cursor to the entry
for sequence number 900, ch!ange it to a 1, and press ENTER. Go to
step 11.
If any entry is unacceptable, the entry for sequence number 900 is
changed back to a (zero) and the unacceptable response is intensified.
The operator code at the upper, center portion of the display refers to
the greatest sequence number with its response intensified. The meanings
of the operator codes are shown in Figure 5:'4. Check all responses that
were changed and correct any errors. Again, move the cursor to the
entry for 900, change it to a 1, and press ENTE R. If errors recur, notify
your supervisor.

a
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11. Within 2 minutes, the 8421 indicator code on the 3274 Control Unit
should be flashing 1100, 1011, or 1101:
1100 - Replace the feature diskette with the RPQ diskette. Do not
press IML. (If you do press IML, go back to step 3.) After the
RPQ diskette is inserted, the code will change to 0111 within
30 seconds. If additional RPQ diskettes are required, the
indicator code will again flash 1100. Repeat the procedure
for each additional RPQ diskette. At no time should you press
IML. When the RPQ diskette procedure is completed, the
indicator code should be flashing 1110. Reinsert the feature
diskette. Do not press IML. Within 2 minutes, the 8421
indicator code will flash 1011 or 1101.
1011 - Replace the feature diskette with the system diskette. Do not
press IML. Within 20 minutes, the indicator code will change
to 1111. I f errors occur during this 20-minute period, a flashing
8421 indicator code will appear. Figures 5-5 and 5-6 may aid in
locating the cause. Recustomizing of the system diskette is
completed.
1101 - Replace the feature diskette with the language diskette. Do not
press IML. Within 30 seconds, the indicator code will change to
0111 and then to flashing 1011 within 1 minute. When the
indicator code is flashing 1011, replace the language diskette with
the system diskette. Do not press IML. Within 20 minutes, the
indicator code will change to 1111. If errors occur during this
20-minute period, a flashing 8421 indicator code will appear.
Figures 5-5 and 5-6 may aid in locating the cause.

The modification procedure is completed and an 1M L of the 3274 Control
Unit may be initiated. Record the changes made during this procedure on
the Configuration Data card stored in the pocket inside the 3274 customer
access door. During IML, errors may occur because of improper
modification. The 8421 indicator codes caused by these errors are shown
in Figure 5-7.

5-6

Note: During the modification procedure, only certain key positions are valid.
Dilly those key positions shown below are to be used.

3

4

5

is required, press
When ENTER is -specified, press the New Line key.
When RESETis required, press the PF10key.

the PF8 key.

Data Entry
Keyboard

Figure 5~1. Valid Key Positions during the Modification Procedure
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·Note : These drawings sho~ the valid keys for bo~h· the 76- and 88-key k.eyboards~ The PF keys located on·
right side of the 88-key keyboards are nofshown and are notl/alid during this procedure.. .' ..

the

Japanese
Katakana
Typewriter
Keyboard

Press this I<e,y when sequence number 001 appears in upper left corner of 3278 screen.

Japanese
Katakana
Data Entry
Keyboard

Press this key when sequence number 001 appears in upper left corner of 3278 screen.

Japanese
English
Typewrit~r

Keyboard

Press this key when sequence number 001 appears in upper I~ft corner of 3270 screen.

FigureS-2. Valid Key Positio~s during the Modification Procedure When ,Using Japanese Katakana and Japanese English Keyboards
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3274 Diskette Insertion Procedures (All models except 51C)

1. Open the diskette reader enclosure door
by pressing the latch to the right.

(Q

3. Close the diskette reader enclosure door
by pushing the door to the left until it
latches (clicks).

tl C()

B

Diskette
Reader
Enclosure
Door
Latch

lO 0·4)

2. Remove the diskette to be used with
the 3274 from its gray protective
envelope, and insert it squarely into
the enclosure. Note diskette label
position is to the right.

Diskette
Label

figure 5-3. (part 1 of 2) Inserting a Diskette into the 3274 Control Unit
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3274 Diskette Insertion Procedure (Model 51C)
1. Open the diskette reader by turning the operator knob counterclockwise.

2. Remove the diskette to be used with the 3274 from its gray protective envelope, and insert it
squarely into the enclosure. Note that diskette label position is on your left.

3. Close the diskette reader by turning the operator knob clockwise until it is horizontal.

Figure 5-3 (part 2 of 2). Inserting a Diskette into the 3274 Control Unit
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Code

Meaning

Action

01

One or more of the first 10 characters is incorrect.

Enter the correct response.

02

One or more of the 11 th to 17th characters, including
the space, is incorrect.

Enter the correct response.

03

(1 )

(1 )

Enter the correct response.

(2)

Restart after matching
diskette and documentation
levels.

(2)

One of the last two characters you entered in
response to sequence number 001 is incorrect, or,
the diskette release level is not the same
as the documentation level.

11

You entered an invalid response (too many characters,
value too high or too low, wrong character, etc.).

Enter the correct response.

12

You entered a character other than A, B, C, 0, or E in
response to sequence number 151.

Enter the correct response.

13

Your response has too few characters.

Enter the correct response.

14

( 1)

(1)

Enter the correct response.

(2)

Enter the same or less than
your response to #112.

(2)

The numerical sum of the responses you entered
for sequence numbers 111 and 112is greater
than 32.
Your response to #163 is greater than your
response to #112.

21*

You made an unacceptable change during the modify
sequence (number 999l.

Recheck the entries and correct
them.

22*

( 1)

(1)

(2)

Your response to sequence number 321 is 1, but
121 is not 02 and/or 131 is not 1, or
321 is 0 and 121 is 02.

(2)

Verify and enter the correct
response.
Verify and enter the correct
response.

23*

One or more of your responses are not compatible
with the response to sequence number 331.

Verify and enter the correct
response.

24*

(1)

All of your responses to sequence numbers 131
through 135 are Os (at least one response must
be a 1), or,
Your response to sequence number 113 was 3622
but the extended function store feature is not
installed in the 3274.

(1 )

Verify and enter the correct
response (sl.

(2)

Verify and enter the correct
response.

If this is response to sequence number 133, you
specified Katakana in 121 and Data Entry Keypunch keyboard in 133. (There is no Data Entry
Keypunch keyboard for Katakana.)
If th is is response to sequence number 113, the
3274 has insufficient storage.

(1)

Verify and enter the correct
response.

(2)

Notify your supervisor.

(2)

25*

(1 )

(2)

26*

I nsufficient storage in the 3274.

Notify your supervisor.

27

(1) Language 18 specified for sequence

( 1) Change response to sequence

number 121 not allowed.
(2) Alternate language specified for sequence number
121 and SFAP specified for sequence number 162.

number 121 to 28.
(2) Change response to sequence
number 121 to a nonalternate language or
specify 0 for sequence
numbers 162, 164, and
165 or
specify A for sequence
number 166 or
specify 00 for sequence
number 163.

•
•
•

99

Your entries are acceptable, but the entry for sequence
number 900 or 901 has not been changed to a 1.

Change 900 or 901 entry to
a 1.

*If any entry is unacceptable, the entry for sequence number 900 is changed back to 0 (zero) and
the unacceptable value is intensified.

Figure 54. Operator Codes During the Modification Procedure Only
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Steady
Code

Diskette Mounted

Meaning

Action

0001

Feature

Customizing being
performed

None.

0010

Any (indication lasts for' 3
minutes 01' morer

Diskette improperly
inserted or an internal 3274
error

Insert diskette propetly and
retry.

0011

Feature

Customizing being
performed

None.

0100

Feature

Patch, printer authorization
matrix, or RPQ being
performed

None.

0101

Feature

Configuration being
performed

None.

0110

Feature

Modificatioh being
performed

None.

0111

Feature, language, or RPO

Normal 3274 operation

None.

1000

System (customizing ih
process)

Normal 3274 operation

None.

1001

Any

Internal 3274 error

Retry. Notify supervisor if

error recurs.
1010

Any

Internal 3274 error

Retry. Notify supervisor if
errol' recurs.

1101

Any (customizihg
procedure in progress)

1. 1M L button pressed

1. Recustomize. Do not

while changing diskette,
or,
2. A bad or uncustomized
system diskette is being
used

press 1M L button unless
instructed to do so.
2. Insert a good customized
system diskette.

Customizing is complete

IML can be performed.

1111

System (I M L not
performed)

Figure 5·5. Steady 8421 Indicator Codes during the Modification Procedure Only
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Flashing Code

Diskette Mounted

Meaning

Action

0000 1011

Any

System diskette request

Insert system diskette.

0000 1100

Any

RPQ diskette request

Insert RPQ diskette.

0000 1101

Any

Language diskette request

Insert language diskette.

0000 1110

Any

Feature diskette request

Insert feature diskette.

0100 0010

System

Configuration on system
diskette being used for
update-diskette procedure
is not compatible with
this 3274

Use a system diskette with a
compatible configuration.

1000 0001

System

Uncustomized system
diskette being used during
update procedure

Use customized system
diskette.

1001 0110

Any

Wrong level diskette being
used

Use correct level diskette.

1111 0011

Feature

On/Off switch or TEST key
pressed instead of ENTER

Retry. Notify supervisor if
error recurs.

1111 0100

Feature or System

Internal 3274 error

Retry. Notify supervisor if
error recurs;

1111 0101

System

Internal 3274 error

Retry. Notify supervisor if
error recurs.

Feature

On/Off switch or TEST key
on the 3278 pressed instead
of ENTER

RPQ

Incompatible RPQs

Feature

Internal 3274 error

1111 0111

System

Internal 3274 error

Notify supervisor.

1111 1000

System

Internal 3274 error

Notify supervisor.

1111 1001

System

Internal 3274 error

Notify supervisor.

1111 1010

Any

Internal 3274 error

Notify supervisor.

1111 1011

System

Internal 3274 error

Notify supervisor.

1111 1100

Any

Diskette drive error or a
bad diskette

Retry. Notify supervisor if
error recurs.

1111 1101

System or feature

Diskette drive error or a
bad diskette

Retry. Notify supervisor if
error recurs.

1111 1110

Any

Internal 3274 error

Retry. Notify supervisor if
error recurs.

1111 0110

Notify supervisor.

Figure 5-6. Flashing 8421 Indicator Codes during the Modification Procedure Only
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Steady Code

Flashing Code

Diskette Mounted

Meaning

Action

-

0000 0101

System

Internal 3274 error or
wrong response to sequence
number 113 during
customizing procedure

Check response to sequence
number 113 and retry.
Notify supervisor if error
recurs.

-

oooq

0110

System

Internal 3274 error or
wrong response to sequence
numbers 111,112, or 351
during customizing
procedure

Check response to sequence
numbers 111, 112, and 351
and retry. Notify supervisor
if error recurs.

-

0000 0111

System

Internal 3274 error or
wrong response to sequence
number 311 during
customizing procedure

Check response to sequence
number 311 and retry.
Notify supervisor if error
recurs.

-

0000 1000

System

Internal 3274 error or
wrong response to sequence
number 111 during
customizing procedure

Check response to sequence
number 111 and retry.
Notify supervisor if error
recurs.

1101

-

System

Uncustomized system
diskette

Insert customized system
diskette.

1110

-

System

I nsufficient Storage

Check response to sequence
number 113, and retry.
Notify supervisor if it recurs.

Figure 5-7. 8421 Indicator Codes during IML That Result from an Incorrect Modificatio,\ Procedure
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Printer Authorization Matrix Form
Enter the characters (below) supplied by the planner in the appropriate groups on your
display screen. If a group already is displayed as AA M XXXX YYYY YYYY, your entry
will overwrite these characters. When you have completed all your entries, move the cursor
to the zero after sequence number 901 at the bottom of the screen, change it to a 1, and
press ENTER. Any entry that is not valid will be intensified at this time and the 1 you
entered will change back to a 0 (zero). Correct the invalid entry, and return to 901.
Again, change the zero to a 1 and press ENTER. When all entries are valid, the printer
authorization matrix display will be replaced by the next customizing sequence number.
(If, at any time during this procedure, you wish to return to the original matrix, change
the 0 (zero) after the 901 to A, and press ENTER.) Return to your original instructions.
To delete an entry, move the cursor (with cursor-move keys) to the leftmost position of
the entry (the Printer Port Address) and press the spacebar twice. The entire matrix, or
as many entries as desired, can be deleted in this manner. After all changes have been
made, press ENTER. All deleted entries will be displayed as AA M XXXX YYYY YYYY.
When the matrix is satisfactorily defined, move the cursor to the zero after sequence
number 901, change it to a 1, and press ENTER.
Printer
Port
Address

....

~~

A

A

M

Source
Device
List

Printer
Class
Assignment

Printer
Mode
X

X

X

X

,
Y

y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

1)

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11 )
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
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Printer
Port
Address
~

A

A

Printer
Class
Assignment

Printer
Mode
~

M

..
X

17)
18)
19)
20)
21)
22)
23)
24)
25)
26)
27)
28)
29)
30)
31)
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X

X
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y

y

y

y
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Chapter 6. Backup System Diskette Generation Procedure
Each 3274 Control Unit is shipped with two uncustomized system diskettes. You
customize one, using the initial customizing procedure in Chapter 4, and use it as the
primary system diskette. The second may be used as a duplicate of, or backup for, the
primary system diskette. A backup system diskette is generated by performing the
procedure on the recommended Backup System Diskette Form contained in this chapter.

The following information should be entered by the planner on the Backup System
Diskette Form:
1. The type of keyboard (typewriter or data entry) to be used by the operator.
Note: If using a 76- or 88-key Japanese English or Japanese Katakana keyboard,
specify the number of keys and keyboard type.
2. In step 1, the identification of each diskette to be used
3. In step 7, enter the response to sequence number 031 (number ofRPQ diskettes to
be used).
In addition to the form, this chapter also contains:
• Keyboard diagrams showing the valid key pOSitions for backup diskette generation
(Figures 6-1 and 6-2).
• A diagram showing how to insert diskettes into the 3274 Control Unit (Figure 6-3).
• A chart giving the meanings of and recommended actions for the operator codes that
may appear on the 3278 Display Station or 3279 Color Display Station during backup
diskette generation (Figure 6-4).
• Charts giving the meanings of and recommended actions for the 8421 indicator codes
that appear on the 3274 control panel during the customizing procedure (Figures 6-5
and 6-6).
• A chart giving the meanings of and recommended actions for the 8421 indicator codes
that could appear on the 3274 control panel during IML as a result of improper
backup diskette generation.
All the information listed above and the filled-in Backup System Diskette Form should be
given to the operator who is to perform this backup diskette generation at the 3278 or
3279 display station.
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VALIDATION NUMBER 06
Backup System Diskette Form
Review this entire form before starting the procedure to create a backup
system diskette. Unit operating procedures are described in the 3270
Information Display System: Operator's Guide, GA27-2890.
These procedures duplicate the existing system diskette. If you do not get
the expected result in any step, start over at step 1. If you have the same
problem a second time, check with your supervisor, or follow your local
procedures.
There are four indicators, labeled 8421, on the 3274 control panel. The
meanings of the 8421 indicator codes are shown in Figures 6-5 and 6-6. If
an error occurs during this procedure, the 8421 indicator codes may aid in
locating the cause. Within this form, an On indicator is called a 1, an Off
indicator a 0 (zero).
Local/Offline

Ait IML
Address

842 1
o 0 0 0

Power/Interface
Local/ Offl ine

IML

2

*

D

8 4 2 1
Off
= 0001
o 0 0

Off

=0
This rotary switch is on
Models 1 A, 1 S, or 10 only

Type of 3278 or 3279 keyboard to be used:

Note: See Figure 6-1 or 6-2 before continuing.
1. Obtain the:
Feature diskette
Customized system diskette (diskette to be duplicated,)
Backup system diskette (diskette to be customized)
Language diskette (if applicable)
RPQ diskette(s) (if applicable)
1. _ _ _ __

2. _ _ _ __
3. _ _ _ __

2. Ensure that the 3274 Control Unit and the 3278 Display Station or 3279
Color Display Station have power switched on. The 3278 or 3279 must
have a keyboard and must be attached to port AO of the 3274.

Note: When customizing a 3274-1A, 18, or 1D, do not set the on/off
switch to the off position unless the rotary switch on the control panel
is in the Local/Offline position and the Local/Offline indicator is lit.
The Power/Interface switch must be in the Local/Offline position
and the Local/Offline indicator must be on.
Chapter 6. Backup System Diskette Generation Procedure
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3. Insert the feature diskette (see Figure 6-3) and, holding the Alt 1M L
Address switch in position 1, press and release the IML button; then
release the Alt IML Address switch. Within 2 minutes, the 8421
indicator code will be a flashing 1011.
4. Insert the customized system diskette. Within 1 minute, the 8421
indicator code wi II be a flashing 1110.
5. Insert the feature diskette again. Within 1 minute, the 8421 indicator
codes will be a steady 0001. If you are using a 3279, refer to Appendix E
for convergence procedure.
6. Look for a 3-digit sequence number in the upper-left corner of the 3278
or 3279 screen. The first one is 001. Beneath the sequence number are
Xs that are replaced by keying in the response to sequence number 001
(below). If the entered response is acceptable, a new sequence number
will be displayed. If the response is unacceptable, an operator code will
be displayed at the upper, center portion of the screen. See Figure 6-4
for the meaning of the displayed code.
Sequence

Response

N:~perator Code

00 1

.

XX

Cursor

Note: If a 76- or B8-key Japanese English or Japanese Katakana keyboard is used, press the key circled in Figure 6-2 before proceeding.
The keyboard will be locked for about 10 seconds. When the keyboard
unlocks, continue.
Key in the following characters in response to sequence number 001:
1234567890ABCDEF
Press ENTER.

~ This number must

t

Spacebar

match the Validation
Number on the
featu re and system
diskette labels.

Note: Use only the cursor move keys to reposition the cursor during this
procedure.
7. Key in a 0 (zero) in response to sequence number 011. Press ENTER.
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8. At this time, either sequence number 021 is displayed (meaning that no
printer authorization matrix has been defined) or the defiried m~trix is
displayed.
If sequence number 021 is displayed, key in a 0 (zero). Press ENTER.
If the matrix is displayed, move the cursor to the zero after sequence
number 901 and change it to a 1. Press ENTER.
9. Key in the number of RPQ diskettes
sequ~nce

(0-3)

being used in response to

number 031, and press ENTER.

10. The entire set of sequence numbers should now be displayed on the
screen. Move the cursor to the zero after sequence number 900, and
change it to a 1. Press ENTER.
11. Within 2 minutes, the 8421 indicator code on the 3274 Control Unit
should be flashing 1100, 1011, or 1101;
1100 - Replace the feature diskette with the RPQ diskette. Do not
press IML. (If you do press IML, go back to·step 3.) After the
RPQ diskette is inserted, the code will change to 0111 within
30 seconds. If additional RPQ diskettes are required, the
indicator code will again flash 1100. Repeat the procedure
for each additional RPQ diskette. At no time should you press
IML. When the RPQ diskette procedure is completed, the
indicator code should be flashing 1110. Reinsert the feature
diskette. Do not press IML. Within 2 minutes, the 8421
indicator code will flash 1011 or 1101.
1011 - Replace the feature diskette with the backup system diskette.
Do not press IML. Within 20 minutes, the indicator code
will change to 1111. If errors occurdurihg this 20-minute
period, a flashing 8421 indicator code will appear. Figures 6-5
and 6-6 may aid in locating the cause. The backup diskette
generation procedure is completed.
1101-

Replace the feature diskette with the language diskette. Do not
. press IML. Within 30 seconds, the indicator code will change to
0111 and then to flashing 1011. When the indicator code is
flashing 1011 within 1 minute, replace the language diskette with
thebackup system diskette. Do not press IML. Within 20 minutes,
the indicator code will change to 1111. If errors occur during this
20-minute period, a flashing 8421 indicator code will appear.
Figures 6-5 and 6-6 may aidin locating the cause. The backup
system diskette procedure is completed.

The newly created backup system diskette may now be used as well as the
existing customized system diskette. The backup system diskette may now be
used to initiate an 1M L of the 3274 Control Unit. During 1M L, errors may
occur because of improper backup diskette creation. The 8421 indicator
codes caused by these errors are shown in Figure 6-7 ..
Chapter 6. Backup System Diskette Generation Procedure
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Note: During bIiIckup system diskette generation, only certain key positions
ate valid. Only those key positions shown below are to be used.

When New Line
When ENTER is specified, press the New Line key.
WhenRESE Tis tequired, press the PF10 key.

Data Entry·
Keyboard

Figure 6-1. Valid Key Positions during Backup System Diskette Generation

6-6

is required, press
. thePF8 key.

Note: These drawings show the valid keys for both the 76- and SS-key keyboards. The PF keys/oeated on
right side of the SS-key keyboards are not shown and are not valid during this procedure.

the

Japanese
Katakana
Typewriter
Keyboard

. Press this key when sequence number 001 appears in upper left corner of 3278 screen.

Japanese
Katakana
Data.Entry
Keyboard

Press this key when sequence number 001 appears in upper left corner of 3278 screen.

Japanese
English
Typewriter
Keyboard

Press this key when sequence number 001 appears in upper left corner of 3270 screen.

Figure 6-2. Valid Key Positions dUring Backup System Diskette Generation When Using Japanese Katakana and Japanese English Keyboards
Chapter 6. Backup System Diskette Generation Procedure
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3274 Diskette Insertion

Procedu~es (All models except 51C)

1. Open the diskette reader enclosure door
by pressing the latch. to the right.

3. Close the diskette reader enclosure door
by pushing the door to the left until it
latches (c1 icks).

Diskette
Reader
Enclosure
Door
Latch

2. Remove the diskette to be used with
the 3274 from its gray protective
envelope, and insert it squarely into
the enclosure. Note diskette label
position is to the right.

Diskette
Label

Figure 6-3 (part 1 of 2). Inserting a Diskette into the 3274 Control Unit
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3274 Diskette Insertion Procedure (Model 61C)
1. Open the diskette reader by turning the operator knob counterclockwise.

2. Remove the diskette to be used with the 3274 from its gray protective envelope, and insert it
squarely into the enclosure. Note that diskette label position is on your left.

3. Clo$e the diskette reader by turning the operator knob clockwise until it is horizontal.

/'

Figure 6·3 (part 2 of 2). Inserting a Diskette into the 3274 Control Unit
Chapter 6. Backup System Diskette Generation Procedure
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Code

Meaning

Action

01

One or more of the first 10 characters is incorrect.

Enter the correct response.

02

One or more of the 11 th to 17th characters, including
the space, is incorrect.

Enter the correct response.

03

(1)

(1 )

Enter the correct response.

(2)

Restart after matching
diskette and documentation
levels.

(2)

One of the last two characters you entered in
response to sequence number 001 is incorrect, or,
the diskette release level is not the same
as the documentation level.

11

You entered an invalid response (too many characters,
value too high or too low, wrong character, etc.).

Enter the correct response.

12

You entered a character other than A, S, C, 0, or E in
response to sequence number 151.

Enter the correct response.

13

Your response has too few characters.

Enter the correct response.

14

(1)

(1 )

Enter the correct response.

(2)

Enter the same or less than
your response to #112.

(2)

The numerical sum of the responses you entered
for sequence numbers 111 and 112 is greater
than 32.
Your response to #163 is greater than your
response to #112.

21*

You made an unacceptable change during the modify
sequence (number 999).

Recheck the entries and correct
them.

22*

(1)

(1)

(2)

Your response to sequence number 321 is 1, but
121 is not 02 and/or 131 is not 1, or
321 is 0 and 121 is 02.

(2)

Verify and enter the correct
response.
Verify and enter the correct
response.

23*

One or more of your responses are not compatible
with the response to sequence number 331.

Verify and enter the correct
response.

24*

(1)

All of your responses to sequence numbers 131
through 135 are Os (at least one response must
be a 1), or,
Your response to sequence number 113 was 3622
but the extended function store feature is not
installed in the 3274.

(1)

Verify and enter the correct
response(s).

(2)

Verify and enter the correct
response.

If this is response to sequence number 133, you
specified Katakana in 121 and Data Entry Keypunch keyboard in 133. (There is no Data Entry
Keypunch keyboard for Katakana.)
If this is response to sequence number 113, the
3274 has insufficient storage.

(1 )

Verify and enter the correct
response.

(2)

Notify your supervisor.

(2)

25*

(1)

(2)

26*

Insufficip.nt storage in the 3274.

Notify your supervisor.

27

(1 ) Language 18 specified for sequence
number 121 not allowed.
(2) Alternate language specified for sequence number
121 and SFAP specified for sequence number 162.

(1) Change response to sequence
number 121 to 28.
(2) Change response to sequence
number 121 to a nonalternate language or
specify 0 for sequence
numbers 162, 164, and
165 or
specify A for sequence
number 166 or
specify 00 for sequence
number 163.

•

•
•

99

Your entries are acceptable, but the entry for sequence
number 900 or 901 has not been changed to a 1.

Change 900 or 901 entry to
a 1.

*If any entry is unacceptable, the entry for sequence number 900 is changed back to 0 (zero) and
the unacceptable value is intensified.

Figure 6-4. Operator Codes During Backup System Diskette Generation Only
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Steady
Code

Diskette Mounted

Meaning

Action

0001

Feature

Customizing being
performed

None.

0010

Any (indication lasts for 3
minutes or more)

Diskette improperly
inserted or an internal 3274
error

Insert diskette properly and
retry.

0011

Feature

Customizing being
performed

None.

0100

Feature

Patch, printer authorization
matrix, or RPQ being
performed

None.

0101

Feature

Configuration being
performed

None.

0110

Feature

Modification being
performed

None.

0111

Feature, language, or RPO

Normal 3274 operation

None.

1000

System (customizing in
process)

Normal 3274 operation

None.

1001

Any

Internal 3274 error

Retry. Notify supervisor if
error recurs.

1010

Any

Internal 3274 error

Retry. Notify supervisor if
error recurs.

1101

Any (customizing
procedure in progress)

1. 1M L button pressed

1. Recustomize. Do not

while changing diskette,
or,
2. A bad or uncustomized
system diskette is being
used

press IML button unless
instructed to do so.
2. Insert a good customized
system diskette.

Customizing is complete

1M L can be performed.

1111

System (I M L not
performed)

Figure 6-5. Steady 8421 Indicator Codes during Backup System Diskette Generation Only
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Flashing Code

Diskette Mounted

Meaning

Action

0000 1011

Any

System diskette request

Insert system diskette.

0000 1100

Any

RPQ diskette request

Insert RPQ diskette.

0000 1101

Any

Language diskette request

Insert language diskette.

0000 1110

Any

Feature diskette request

Insert feature diskette.

0100 0010

System

Configuration on system
diskette being used for
update-diskette procedure
is not compatible with
this 3274

Use a system diskette with a
compatible cqnfiguration.

1000 0001

System

Uncustomized system
diskette being used during
update procedure

Use customized system
diskette.

1001 0110

Any

Wrong level diskette being
used

Use correct level diskette.

1111 0011

Fe<lture

On/Off switch or TEST key
pressed instead of ENTER

Retry. Notify supervisor if
error recurs.

1111 0100

Feature or System

Internal 3274 error

Retry. Notify supervisor if
error recurs.

1111 0101

System

Internal 3274 error

Retry. Notify supervisor if
error recurs.

Fe<lture

On/Off switch or TEST key
on the 3278 pressed instead
of ENTER

1111 0110

RPO

Incompatible RPQs

Feature

Internal 3274 error

1111 0111

System

Internal 3274 error

Notify supervisor.

1111 1000

System

Internal 3274 error

Notify supervisor.

1111 1001

System

Internal 3274 error

Notify supervisor.

1111 1010

Any

Internal 3274 error

Notify supervisor.

1111 1011

System

Internal 3274 error

Notify supervisor.

1111 1100

Any

Diskette drive error or a
bad diskette

Retry. Notify supervisor if
error recurs.

1111 1101

System or feature

Diskette drive error or a
bad diskette

Retry. Notify supervisor if
error recurs.

1111 1110

Any

Internal 3274 error

Retry. Notify supervisor if
error recurs.

Figure 6-6. Flashing 8421
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Indic~tor

Notify supervisor.

Codes during Backup System Diskette Generation Only

Steady Code

Flashing Code

Diskette Mounted

Meaning

Action

-

0000 0101

System

Internal 3274 error or
wrong response to sequence
number 113 during
customizing procedure

Check response to sequence
number 113 and retry.
Notify supervisor if error
recurs.

-

0000 0110

SYstem

Internal 3274 error or
wrong response to sequence
numbers 111 , 112, or 351
during customizing
procedure

Check response to sequence
numbers 111, 112, and 351
and retry. Notify supervisor
if error recurs.

-

0000 0111

System

Internal 3274 error or
wrong response to sequence
number 311 during
customizing procedure

Check response to sequence
number 311 and retry.
Notify supervisor if error
recurs.

-

0000 1000

System

Internal 3274 error or
wrong response to sequence
number 111 during
customizing procedure

Check response to sequence
number 111 and retry.
Notify supervisor if error
recurs.

1101

-

System

Uncustomized system
diskette

Insert customized system
diskette.

1110

-

System

Insufficient Storage

Check response to sequence
number 113, and retry.
Notify supervisor if error
recurs.

Figure 6·7. 8421 Indicator Codes during IML That Result from an Incorrect Backup System Diskette Generation

Chapter 6. Backup System Diskette Generation Pr~cedure
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Chapter 7. Update-Diskette Installation Procedure
From time to time you will receive an update-diskette package from IBM. These update
packages are for use only with previously customized 3274 Control Units and should not
be used prior to initial customizing. It is recommended that each update-diskette package
be installed on the 3274 Control Unit as soon as possible after receipt of the package.
Each update-diskette package will include a copy of the installation procedure to be
followed when installing the package on your control unit. A copy of this procedure is
shown on the following pages.
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Update-Diskette Installation Procedure For IBM 3274
Control Unit
This procedure utilizes the enclosed update~diskette package and current
level diskettes to incorporate maintenance enhancements into 3274 Control
Units that have been previously customized. Contact the person responsible
for customizing your 3274 before you execute this procedure. This pro~
cedure should take less than 1 hour to complete.

Note: If you encounter any difficulty in executing this procedure, follow
your local procedure for recovery and/or contact your supervisor.
Procedure:
1. Obtain the following:
a. Current level system diskette (primary or backup), language diskette (if
applicable), and RPQ diskette (if applicable).

b. Enclosed (new level) system diskette.
c. Enclosed (new level) featu re diskette.
d. All RPQ diskettes, if any, included in the update package. If a diskette
is included for a new RPQ, place it with the other RPQ diskettes. If a
new level RPQ diskette is provided for an existing RPQ, substitute it for
the current level RPQ diskette.

Note: Do not install this update unless (1) the Configuration Support level
(e.g., A, 8, C) on the new level system diskette is exactly the same as that
shown on your current level system diskette, and (2) the release number on
the new level system diskette is higher than the release level number on your
cu rrent level system diskette.
2. Ensure that the 3274 has power on.

Note: On locally attached 3274's (Models 1A, 18, and 1D), the rotary
switch on the operator panel must be in the Local/Offline position and the
Local/Offline indicator must be lit.

3. I nsert the new level feature diskette.
4. While holding the ALT IML switch in position 2, press and release the IML
button; then release the ALT IML switch. Within 2 minutes, the 8421
indicators will display a flashing 1011 code.
5. Replace the new level feature diskette with the current leyel system
diskette. In approximately 20 seconds, the 8421 indicators will display a
flashing 1110 code.
Chapter 7. Upda:te-Diskette Installation
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6. Replace the current level system diskette with the new level feature
diskette.
7. The following 8421 indicator code conditions define the subsequent
actions to be taken:
Note: After a diskette is inserted, wait approximately 2 minutes for the
machine to complete its operation before interpreting the new status of the
8421 indicators.
8421 Indicator Codes
Steady
Flashing
Display
Display

0010
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Action/Comments

1011

I nsert the new level system diskette.

1100

Insert the RPQ diskette. (If mUltiple RPQs are
to be processed, repeat this step as required.)

1101

I nsert the language diskette.

1110

I nsert the new level feature diskette.

0100-0010

The Configuration Support level (e.g., A, B, C) of
the new level system diskette is not compatible
with this 3274. Terminate this procedure, follow
your local procedure for recovery, and/or notify
your supervisor.

1000-0001

The current system diskette is not customized.
Use the proper level customized diskette and retry
from step 2. If retry is not successful, follow
your local procedure for recovery and/or notify
your supervisor.

1001-0110

Wrong level system diskette. I nsert the system
diskette normally used in daily operation and
retry from step 2. If retry is not successful,
follow your local procedure for recovery and/or
notify your supervisor.
The diskette was improperly inserted. Retry from
step 2 with diskette inserted properly. If retry
is not successful, follow your local procedure
for recovery and/or notify your supervisor.

PN 5644109
EC 389041
Sheet 3 of 3

8421 Indicator Codes (cont)
Steady
Flashing
Action/Comments
Display
Display
1010
This diskette may be faulty. Retry from step 2
with backup diskette, if available. If retry is
not successful, follow your local procedure for
recovery and/or notify your supervisor.
1111

The update procedure is complete and normal
startup (IML) can be performed.

Note: Indicator codes other than those shown above indicate a possible malfunction. Retry the operation once, starting with step 2. If the same error
recurs, refer to IBM 3274 Control Unit Planning, Setup, and Customizing
Guide, GA27-2827. If progress cannot be made, record the 8421 indicator
code, follow your local procedure for recovery and/or notify your supervisor.
8. If a new level backup system diskette is desired, repeat the procedure from
step 2 using the new level backup system diskette in place of the new level
primary system diskette.
9. After the update procedure is complete, follow your local procedure to
dispose of all excess diskettes.

Chapter 7. Update-Diskette Installation
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Appendix A. Planning Checklist
This planning checklist is provided as a sample plan; the plan may have to be modified to
accommodate your unique system/cluster configuration.
Weeks
Before
Delivery

Responsibility
Schedule
Date

16

Customer

IBM

X

14

\

X

Determine the schedule dates with
the IBM representative. Fill in the
dates on this form and give a copy
to the I BM representative.

X

Identify and schedule data communication needs. Identify the
source for communication line
(contact telephone company).
Order modems as required.

X

Layout the floor plan. Show
locations of modems and cluster
units.

X

Order supplies (refer to "Supplies"
list).

X

12

Review this planning guide with the
person designated above.
Decide who will install (1) the
device cables between the 3274
and the attached units and
(2) the power receptacles,
wiring, etc. (your maintenance
personnel or a contractor).

X

X

Event
Designate a person in your organization who will be responsible for all
phases of the cluster installation.

X

X

.;

X

Review the overall installation
plan with IBM representative.

X

Place order for device cables
(coaxial cables between 3274
and attached units) from IBM or
a contractor, or order the materials
to make the cables yourself. Refer
to Assembly of Coaxial Cables and
Accessories for Attachment to IBM
Products, GA27-2805.

X

Determine whether changes are
required to the existing programs
(system control program, network
control program, program products,
and applicatio.n programs. (Refer
to Introduction to Programming
the IBM 3270, GC27-6999, and the
3270 Component Description,
GA27-2749.) If so, schedule the
required changes.

X

Determine whether changes are
required to the existing data processing units (host system computer, 2701,2703,3704, and
3705). If so, schedule the required
changes.
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Weeks
Before
Delivery

Responsibility
Schedule
Date

Customer

IBM

v'

Event

X

Arrange for the installation of (1)
the device cables between the
3274 and the attached units
and (2) the power receptacles,
wiring, etc.

X

Define a training program for
employees.

X

Order the required 3274, 3278,
3279, 3287, and 3289 manuals.

10

X

Review the progress of the data
communication plan. Identify
and resolve any schedule conflicts.

9

X

X

Review the cluster configuration
to make sure the configuration
meets your requirements. Make
any necessary changes to your
order.

8

X

X

Review the installation plan to
define any exposure to schedule.

X

X

Confirm the arrival of package
containing cluster cables.
Start installing and labeling cluster
cables and power receptacles.

X

6

X

Start employee training.

X

4

2

IBM representative checks progress
of site preparation.

X

Receive suppl ies (magnetic
stripe cards, forms, etc.).

X

Complete the installation of cables
and power receptacles.

X

Complete the checkout of the
cables and power: continuity and
pplarity tests of cluster cables,
power receptacles, and safety
considerat ions.

X

Complete the required changes to
the existing programs and data
processing units.

X

Complete the site preparation.

X

Install communication facilities
(telephone line and modems).

X

Make sure all the necessary
information is available for the
setup personnel (switch settings,
configuration information,
customizing form, etc.).

X

Review setup instructions with the
setup personnel.

--

Weeks

Responsibil ity

Before

Schedule

Delivery

Date

Arrival
of Units

Customer

!

IBM

V

I
I

Event

X

Move the units to locations.
Unpack per unpacking instructions.

X

Rf!ad the setup instructions.

X

Complete setup of the 3274-1C or
51 Cor 3278s, 3279s, 3287s, and
3289s using the setup instructions
included in the shipping cartons.

X
X

Install the 3274·1A/18/1D.
Complete the 3274 customizing.
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Appendix B. 3274 Device Cables
In order to assign the device cables to the correct 3274 ports, you should be aware of the
following:
• Two categories of units can attach to the 3274:
1. Category A - 3278s, 3279s, 3287s with a 3274 attachment feature, and 3289s.

2. Category B - 3277s, 3284, 3286s, 3287s with a 3271/3272 attachment feature,
and 3288s.
Category A units must attach to a 3274 Type A Terminal Adapter; Category B units
must attach to a 3274 Type B Terminal Adapter.
• The basic 3274 is capable of attaching eight Category A units. Type A Terminal
Adapters and Type B Terminal Adapters can be ordered in various combinations to
provide a n:aximum cluster of (a) 32 Category A units or (b) 32 Category A and
Category B units, of which a maximum of 16 can be Category B units on Models lA,
1B, lC, and ID. The 3274 Model SIC can have a maximum of 8 Category A units and
4 Category B units. For detailed information concerning 3274 terminal adapter feature
combinations, refer to IBM 3270 In/ormation Display System: Conjigurator,
GA27-2849.
• Depending upon the configuration of the 3274 and its attached units, a maximum of
five device cable connector panels can be installed on the 3274 (see page B-3). Each
panel used to attach Category A units contains eight ports for attachment of device
cables; each panel used to attach Category B units contains either four or eight active
ports. Therefore, on Models lA, IB, lC, and ID a maximum of 40 ports can be
present. However, only 32 of the possible 40 ports can be used.
• There are two types of 3274 device cable connector panels:
1. Black panels, labeled "A," which are used to attach device cables from units that
attach to a Type A Terminal Adapter.
2. White panels, labeled "B," which are used to attach device cables from units that
attach to a Type B Terminal Adapter.
The lowermost panel on Models lA, IB, lC, and ID (and also the second and third
lower panels, if present) are always black, labeled" A," have ports numbered 0 through
23 (AO - A23), and are used to attach only Category A units.
• On Models lA, IB, lC, and ID the fourth panel from the bottom (if present) has a
dual function. It can be used to attach either Category A units or Category B units.
This panel can be used for one or the other category of machines, but not both
categories. When this panel is used to attach Category A units, the panel is black,
labeled "A," and has ports numbered 24 through 31 (A24 - A31); when this panel is
used to attach Category B units, the. panel is white, labeled "B," and has ports
numbered 8 through 15 (B8 - BI5).
• On Models lA, IB, lC, and ID the fifth (uppermost, if present) panel is always white,
labeled "B," has ports numbered 0 through 7 (BO - B7), and is used to attach only
Category B units.
• Port AO must always be assigned to a 3278 or 3279 with a keyboard.
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Instructions for Completing the 3274 Device Cable
Attachment Form
1. Determine how many units are in each of the following two categories:
A 3278s, 3279s, 3287s with a 3274 attachment feature, and 3289s
B 3277s, 3284s, 3286s, 3287s with a 3271/3272 attachment feature, and 3288s
2. Assign a 3278 or 3279 with a keyboard to port AO and fill in the unit location
(office/column number) and telephone number portions of the table. It is
recommended that this 3278 or 3279 be as close as possible to the 3274, because it
will be used for 3274 customizing and problem determination.
3. Assign the remaining Category A units to the ports numbered Al through A31
sequentially (bottom of table to top). Fill in the table with the required information
for each unit. If any of the ports numbered A24 through A31 (All for SIC) are
used, cross out the B port number(s) to the right of the A port number(s) used.
4. If there are no Category B units in the configuration, go to step 6.
5. Assign the Category B units to the ports numbered BO through BIS (B07 for SIC),
starting at port BO and progressing sequentially (top of table to bottom). Fill in the
required information in the table for each unit. If any of the ports numbered B8
through BIS are used, cross out the A port number(s) to the left of the B port
number(s) used.
6. Cross out all port entries in the table that are unused.
7. Enter the 3274 location information (office/column number) into the 3274 location
entry above the table.
It is recommended that copies of the completed form be given to the personnel who will
install and mark the cables and to the personnel who will connect the cables to the 3274.
In addition, a copy of the form should be stored in the pocket inside the 3274 customer
access door.
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3274 Device Cable Attachment Procedure
Note: If you have a Model 51C, go directly to Step 3.
1

DO

Open the customer access door.

2

DO

Unlatch the device cable retention clamp by lifting up on the left side of
the clamp and rotating it toward the front of the 3274.

~

~

'Device Cable
Connection
Port Sockets

0~3
1

8

o
7

s(ft;

5

{fb

0

~A 1 (fl;
~2~

~, ~ ~ Connection
Device Cable
Port Sockets

Retention
Clamp

3274 Model 51C
Retainer Socket

3274 Model 1C
3

DO

Use the 3274 Device Cable Attachment Form on the back of this page to
connect the device cables to their corresponding ports on the device cable
panel(s).

DO

Use a push-and-twist clockwise motion to connect and lock the device
cables to the port sockets.

Caution: Do not connect or disconnect device
cables during an electrical storm.
4

DO

Rotate the device cable retention clamp toward the rear of the 3274
(clockwise), and latch the clamp in place by inserting the loose end firmly
in the retainer socket. Be sure all the device cables are behind the retention
clamp.

5

DO

Close the customer access door.
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3274 Device Cable Attachment Form (Mode.ls lA, IB, lC, and ID)

DO

Use this form to connect the device cables to the 3274 ports.

1. Connect the device cables identified for the A panel and port numbers (AO, A 1, A2, and so on) to the corresponding
ports on the black connector panels. Connect the cables in numeric order from the bottom of the table to the top.
2. Connect the device cables identified for the B panel and port numbers (BO, B1, B2, and so on) to the corresponding
ports on the white connector panels. Connect the cables, starting with the largest (used) port number in the B portion of
the table, in reverse numeric order (B 15, B 14, B13, and so on) from the bottom of the table to the top.

3274 Panel
and Port
Number

A31
A30
A29
A28
A27
A26
A25
A24
A23
A22
A21
A20
A19
A18
A17
A 6
A15
A14
A13
A12
A11
A10
A9
A8
A7
A6
A5
A4
A3
A2
A1
AO

or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or

Network
Addr...

Cable
Identification

Unit
Type

Unit
Location

Telephone
Nearest
the Unit

BO
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7
B8
B9
B10
B11
B12
B13
B14
B15

3

0
0

Access
Door

4

9

10

11

0
0

°so
0

0
0

15

14

13

12

8

;II)

/1

n

0
)l

• • A· •
••••
1'1

1H

11

l(J

3278
or
3279

Note: Maximum of 32 devices
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3274 Device Cable Attachment Form (Model 51 C)

DO

Use this form to connect the device cables to the 3274 ports.

1. Connect the device cables identified for the A panel and port numbers (AO, A 1, A2, and so on) to the corresponding
ports on the connector panels. Connect the cables in numeric order from the bottom of the table to the top.
2. Connect the device cables identified for the B panel and port numbers (BO, B1, B2, and so on) to the corresponding
ports on the connector panels. Connect the cables, starting with the largest (used) port number in the B portion of
the table.
3274 Panel
and Port
Number

Network
Address

Cable
Identification

Unit
Type

Unit
Location

Telephone
Nearest
the Unit

BO
B1
B2
B3
A7
A6
AS
A4
A3
A2
A1
AO

3278 or 3279

Note: Maximum of 12 devices.

B Ports

A Ports
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Channel Attachment Infonnation Form
(3274 Models lA, 1B, and 1D)
This form should be completed before delivery of your 3274-1 A, 1B, or 10. The
information will be required by the I BM service representative in order to properly
connect your 3274 to the local channel.

Control unit address (in hexadecimal)
Number of contiguous addresses needed
(Models 1Band 10 only)
Type of channel (byte multiplexer, block
multiplier, or selector)
Mode (byte or burst)
High or low channel priority
Channel data rate
(Model 1A only)

100 kilobyte
20 kilobyte
10 kilobyte
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Appendix C. Printer Authorization Matrix
Description
The 3274 printer authorization matrix is required for local copy operations. Local copy
between Category A terminals can be either host-initiated or Print-key-initiated. Local
copy between Category B terminals must be host-initiated. Local copy operations cannot
be performed between Category A and Category B terminals.
• Establish Printer Mode. A print'er may be reserved for exclusive use of either the host
or the local copy function. A third mode allows a sharing between these two
functions .
• Assign Print "Classes." A print "Class" is a way of grouping printers for use by local
copy. A local copy request directed to a "class" is then serviced by one of the printers
assigned to that group.
• Define Source Device lists. The source device list specifies which displays may use any
given printer for local copy. Note that all displays for a printer must be attached to the
same adapter type as the printer. For example, a Category A printer can have only
Category A displays in its source device list.
Printer Modes. A printer may be in one of three modes, specified in the printer
authorization matrix as local, system, or shared mode. Each printer on the 3274 defaults
to system mode until a matrix is loaded. Printers that are specified as being in shared or
local mode then become available for local copy use.
Local Mode. A printer in local mode may be used for local copy functions regardless of
host attachment or communications protocol. This means that displays within the cluster
may contend for use of printers but the host may not. The printer is not available for
direct print operations from the host.
A local copy operation involves the transfer of data from the display buffer to the printer
buffer and the subsequent printing of that data. A local copy may be initiated by an
operator using the Print key on a 3278 or 3279 attached to a 3274 or by the host when
the display is operating in SNA/SDLC.
System Mode. A printer in system mode is entirely under host (system) control. This is
the default mode each printer assumes when no matrix has been defined. The printer
cannot be used for operator-initiated local copy requests. The printer is likewise not
available for host-initiated copy operations when using SNA/SDLC. However, when
operating with BSC discipline, the printer may honor a BSC Copy command when it is in
system mode. The BSC Copy command, directed to the "to" device, specifies the "from"
device as a command parameter and does not use the printer authorization matrix.
Shared Mode. In shared mode, both host-directed printing operations and local copy
operations are permitted on the same printer. When in system mode, the printer is
protected from local copies; in local mode, the printer is protected from host-initiated
operations. In shared mode, however, the subsystem does not guarantee this type of
integrity. The user must assume responsibility for the integrity of his printed data by
"installation rules" and proper programming practices when using a printer in shared
mode.
In SNA/SDLC, a printer in shared mode attached to the 3274 may be used for local copy
only when it is not in session with a primary logical unit (PLU) in the host.
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The printer authorization matrix is required to perform local copy operations. If the
matrix is not loaded, the default condition for the cluster is that all printers are in system
mode, and local copy operations are not possible except with the BSC Copy command.
Printer Class Structure. The printer authorization matrix permits the assignment of a
printer to a class. By selecting a class containing multiple printers, improved copy
throughput can be obtained. The definition of a class of printe.rs is made by the customer,
and may be based on type, character subset, type of forms mounted, location, etc. For
example, in a particular installation class, "72" may have been defined as referring to all
printers with yellow paper. Thus, an operator may select an authorized printer on the
basis of this characteristic rather than by address.
The printer authorization matrix allows a maximum of 16 printer classes to be defined in
each subsystem. A display operator may select a printer by class by using the IDENT key
(ALT key pressed) and keying in a number ranging from 70 through 85 corresponding
with one of 16 classes. In any configuration, a single printer may be in one or several
classes, or not in a class. Several printers may be members of a single class.
Source Device Lists. Each printer may be restricted as to which displays it may accept
local copies from. Any given printer may be permitted to process copies from some, all,
or none of the displays on the control unit. When a local copy is directed to a print class,
the printer selected will be one that is authorized to accept copies from the requesting
display. Not all printers assigned to a particular class may be authorized for the same
subset of display terminals.
Matrix Structure. The 3274 printer authorization matrix defines how display stations
(source devices) may use printers (destination devices) attached to the same contrpl unit,
for the purpose of accepting a local copy request.
The printer authorization matrix is structured as a two-dimensional array with each
printer in the cluster represented by a printer port address with the following format:
Printer Port Address

Source Device List

The printer port address is the first field of the descriptor. A decimal address from 01 to
31 for the 3274 allows printers to be attached to any port on the control unit, except
port O. Addresses are sequential by adapter.

Mode defines the printer to be in system, local, or shared mode, where:
0= System
1 = Local
2 = Shared

Qass permits the grouping of printers into classes. This field is bit-coded, one bit for each
16 classes, so that a single printer may be in more than one class. Valid classes are
designated 70 through 85 inclusive. Coding a 1 under the appropriate class permits the
printer to accept copies from display stations selected by that class.

Source Device List is a bit-coded field that specifies which displays (D) are authorized and
configured to use the printer (P) associated with this device descriptor. Each bit position
is associated with a port number on the cluster. Coding a 1 under a given display station
port address permits the printer to service copy requests from that display station.
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Consider an example in which ports 0 through 11 of a 3274 Control Unit have terminals
attached as follows:
Port Number

0

Terminal

D

D

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

P

P

D

D

P

P

D

D

D

D

With the matrix shown in Figure C-l.
In this example, the display at port 0 may copy only to the printer on port 2. This printer
is not addressable by class (class = all zeros).
The displays on ports 1 and 4 may copy to either the printer on port 3 or the printer on
port 6; the displays on ports 8 and 9 may only copy to the printer on port 6. The printer
on port 3 may also be used by the host. If selected by address, the addressed printer is
logically connected to the display for local copy operations. If selected by class, all
printers in the class are logically connected to the display for local copy operations. In a
class environment, printers in the class are selected by the control unit on a most-available
basis.
The display at port 5 is not authorized to use a printer as a local copy device. Also, the
printer at port 7 is in system mode and therefore reserved for exclusive use by the system.
It is not available to any displays for local copy operations, even if these displays are
authorized in the source device list.
It is important to note that source devices are associated with destination devices, not
with classes. Thus several printers may be defined to be in class 75, but a particular
display may only be authorized for some subset, or even none of the printers in that class.
When class identification is displayed in the operator information area of the display,
copying is performed only to authorized printers in that class.

Printer
Attached
to Port
with
Address

Source Device List
Port No.
0 1 2
Terminal: D D P

Mode

Class
70 71 72 73· ·85

02

Local (1)

0

0

0

0 - -0

1

0

03

Shared (2)

0

1

0

0 - ·0

0

1

II ......

X

X '0

0

X

X

i

0

0

0

I

0

I

0

X

X

I0

o

X

0

0

0

I

0

I

0

J

0

Local (1)

0

1

0

0 - -0

0

1

X

System (0)

0

0

0

0 - -0

0

0

X

0= Display

I

I

D

07

= Reserved, set to 0

I4

5
D

06

X

3
P

!
I

X
X
X

I

l

1

6
P

7
8
P .D

1

0

X

0

0

X

X

I

X

I

I

9
D

10 11
D D

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

I

I

31
D

P = Printer

Figure C-l. Example of a Printer Authorization Matrix
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Defining the Printer Authorization Matrix
during Customizing

Figure e-2 shows how the printer authorization matrix is ftIled out to define the matrix
shown in Figure e. 1. In "Sequence A," the port addresses are shown in numerical
sequence; however, this is not a requirement. The entries may be entered as shown in
"Sequence B," that is, in no particular sequence and not in consecutive groups. The
following· description refers only to "Sequence A." The example worksheet in Figure e-3
shows how the numerical entries of Figure e-2 are derived. To fill out the worksheet for
the printer attached to port with address 02 (Figure e-l), AA =02. This printer is to
operate in locat mode, so m :::! 1. These numbers will later be transferred to the Printer
Authorization Matrix Form. Figure e4 shows a sample printer authorization matrix
worksheet.·.
The X and Y entries are completed in two steps. In step 1, the binary values of X and Y
are entered on the worksheet for the class and the source device list, respectively. In step
2, the binary values are converted to hexadecimal notation. The hexadecimal notations
are later transferred to the Printer Authorization Matrix Form.

to continue with Figure e-1, no class (70 through 85) is defirted for the printer attached
to port 02, so XXXX hex 0000. The source device list in Figure e-1 indicates (by a 1)
that the display terminal attached to port 0 can copy to this printer. Therefore, a 1 is
entered in the 0 column of the first Y (Figure e-3). No other displays can copy to this
printer so O's (zeros) are entered in all remaining columns under the V's. The binary 1000
under the first Y on the worksheet is converted to hex 8. Because all other X and Y
entries are binary O's, all remaining hex entries are O's.

=
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Printer Authorization Matrix Form
Enter the characters (below) supplied by the planner in the appropriate groups on your
display screen. If a group already is displayed as AA M XXXX YYYY YYYY, your entry
will overwrite these characters. When you have completed all your entries, move the cursor
to the zero after sequence number 901 at the bottom of the screen, change it to a 1, and
press ENTER. Any entry that is not valid will be intensified at this time and the 1 you
entered will change back to a 0 (zero). Correct the invalid entry, and return to 901.
Again, change the zero to a 1, and press ENTER. When all entries are valid, the printer
authorization matrix display will be replaced by the next customizing sequence number.
(If, at any time during this procedure, you wish to return to the original matrix, change
the 0 (zero) after the 901 to A and press ENTER.) Return to your original instructions.
To delete an entry, move the cursor (with cursor-move keys) to the leftmost position of
the entry (the Printer Port Address) and press the spacebar twice. The entire matrix, or
as many entries as desired, can be deleted in this manner. After all changes have been
made, press ENTER. All deleted entries will be displayed as AA M XXXX YYYY YYYY.
When the matrix is satisfactorily defined, move the cursor to the zero after sequence
number 901, change it to a 1, and press ENTER.
Printer
Port
Address

~ ~

M

Source
Device
List

Printer
Class
Assignment

Printer
Mode
X

X

X

X

... ~".-----.,.,....,-----.....
Y Y Y Y
Y YY Y

A

A

1)

0

l

0000

agOQ

Q Q Q Q

2)

Q

~

4QQQ48QQ

Q Q Q Q

3)

~

6

4000

4~~O

0000

4)

Q

7

o

o

000

Q

~

l

4-000

4~DO

0000

Q

~

1

4 Q

4-Sc.

QQ

13)

Q

7

g

o 000

o

0 0 (\

0 Q 0 0

14)

q

2

1

0000

8.QOO

OOQO

Sequence A

0 0

0

(J

(J Q

0

5)

6)

7)
8)

9)
10)

Sequence B

0 0

Q

00

11 )
12)

15)

16)
Figure C-2. Example of a Completed Printer Authorization Matrix Form
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Printer
Port
Address

Mode

Class

Source Device List

X

X

X

X

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

Class Number-- 7071 7273 74757677 78798081 82838485 0 1 2 3

4 5 6 7

A

A

02.

--

03

- -

0'

--

07

--

--

M

1

8 9 1011 12131415 16171819 20212223 24252627 28293031 ~

00
D
0
0
0
8
-0
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
1000
--_&...- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .QQ.Q.Q - - - 40
0
8
4Q
0
.Q
0100 0000 0000 0000, 0100 !QQQ 0000 0000
---- ---- ---- ---- ------- ---~.
0
C
0
0
0
40100 DO()O 0000 QQQQ 0100 1000 11 00 0000.
-------

Port Number

Hex

~

-

0

0

0 ....... I--- Notation

-

-

-

-

0000
0000
0000
QQQ~
---- - - - - - - - ~ Binary Value
0
0
0
2
0
0000
0000 0000
- - - - Q~QQ - - - ---0
1
0
0
0
+
0000
0000
0000
0000
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- - - - - - - ---...
0
Q.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Q
~
-0
0000 0000 0000 0000 OOOlJ QQQQ 0000 0000 OOOO! 0000 0000
DODO
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- - - - - - - - ---- ---- ----

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

---- - - - - - - - - ---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- ---- - - - - ----

-

-

I...----' -

FigureC-3. Printer Authorization Matrix Worksheet Example (Models lA, IB, IC, and ID)

Printer
Port
Address
AA

Mode
M

Class
X

X

Source Device List
X

X

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

~~~~~,..-"-'~~~~~~

7071727374757677 7879808182838485 0 1 2 3

4 5 6 7

8 9 1011 12131415 16171819 20212223 24252627 28293031

~

Figure C-4. Sample Printer Authorization Matrix Worksheet (Models lA, IB, IC, and ID)

I-

Enter this row
on the Printer
Authorization
Matrix Form

Printer
Port
Address
A A

Source Device
List
Mode
M

Class

X

X

X

X

y

~

~

~

~

~

.-"'--.

7071 7273 74757677 78'798081 82838485 0 1 2 3

4 5 6 7

y

~

---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

....-.
----

---- ----

---- ---- ---~

----

----

---- ---- ----

---~

---- ---- ----

---- ----

----

----

---- ----

---- ----

....-.

----

~

~

---- ----

----

---- ---- ---~

---- ----

---- ----

---- ---~

---- ----

---- ---- ----

----

~
---- ----

----

---- ----

----

f.-I----

---- ----

----

----

Figure CoS. Sample Printer Authorization Matrix Worksheet (Model SIC)
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Appendix.D. Subsystem Verification Procedure
The procedure in this appendix is intended as a means of verifying that the 3274 Control
Unit can communicate with all its attached devices. It should be given to, and performed
by, the person responsible for customizing the 3274.
This procedure can be performed only after the 3274 Control Unit has been successfully
customized and an IML performed. Its purpose is to verify that the 3274 can
communicate with all its attached devices.
1. Ensure that all attached devices and the 3274 are powered on.

2. While holding the ALT. key down on the 3278 Display Station, or 3279 Color
Display Station, press and release the TEST key and then release the ALT key.
The word TEST will appear on the bottom left of the display screen.
3. Enter /3 and press ENTER.
The display screen should resemble the diagram shown below. The actual format may
vary, depending on how you replied to sequence numbers 111 and 112 in the
customizing procedure.

0123456789012345

67890123

1110111111111111

1-111111

0000

0000

0000

0000

TEST

The first line represents the devices configured for your 3274. Starting from the left,
the 0 through 9 represent the Category A devices (3278 Display Stations, 3279
Color Display Terminals, 3287 Printer, or 3289 Line Printers) attached to ports AO
through A9 on the 3274. The next characters (0 through 5) represent the Category
A devices attached to ports AI0 through A15. The blank indicates that there are no
more Category A devices. (The actual number of Category A devices shown will
equal your response to sequence number 112.) The remaining characters on the
first line (6 through 3) represent the Category B devices (3277 display terminals, or
3284, 3286, 3287, or 3288 printers) attached to ports BO through B7 on the 3274.
(The actual number of Category B devices shown will equal your response to
sequence number 111 .)
The second line represents the status of each device on line 1.
A 1 indicates that the device is powered on and communicating with the 3274.
A 0 indicates that the port represented is not communicating with a device. This is
the case with the device attached to port A3 in the diagram. This could be caused by:
• The device connected to that port is powered off.
• No device is connected to that port.
• A problem within the device connected to that port.
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When a 0 st~tus is indicated, you should:
• Verify that a device is connected to the port. Do this by checking the port
connectors on the 3274 (as shown in the following diagram) to see whether a wire
is connected to the port.

~---"""-

Port
Connectors
(Each port is
identified)

• If a coaxial cable is not connected, the 0 is not a problem indication.
• If there is a coaxial cable connected, the device either is powered off, is not
connected to the other end of the coaxial cable, or is not working properly. Notify
your supervisor, or follow your local procedures to correct the problem.
A - indicates that the 3274 was communicating with the device, but no longer is,
because of a problem within the device. Notify your supervisor, or follow your local
procedures to correct the problem.
Any other lines should be ignored. They contain information used by the IBM service
representative for problem diagnosis.
4. To end this procedure: While holding the ALT key down on the 3278 or 3279
display terminal, press and release the TEST key and then release the ALT key.
The word TEST will disappear from the bottom left of the display screen, and the
screen will be cleared. You may now proceed with your normal work.
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Appendix E. Color Convergence Procedure
The procedure in this appendix is designed for performing color convergence on the 3279
Color Display Station when it is attached to a 3274 Control Unit during customizing. It
should be given to, and performed by, the person responsible for customizing the 3274.
When your 3279 is connected to port AO on the 3274 for customizing, a color pattern
will appear on the screen. Depending on whether the colors are converged satisfactorily
(the patterns are white), you might have to go through the convergence procedure below.
(Convergence simply means superimposing one set of colored lines on another so that
only one set of lines is visible.) If the colors are converged, hold down the ALT key and
press the TEST REQ key to continue with the regular customizing procedure.
Convergence Procedure (power 3274 on, IML Feature disk)
1. Be sure that the center switch beside the screen is in the GW position.
2. When you turn on the 3279, all 13 sets of convergence patterns will appear on the
screen; to begin converging them, press the spacebar; a single set of lines will appear.
Use the cursor control keys to move one set of lines until they converge with the
other (color becomes yellow). The movement of the lines is very slight and may not
be perceptible at first.
3. Press the spacebar, and converge the next set oflines. After this, press the R key; the
preceding set of lines will reappear on the screen. If these need reconverging, use the
cursor keys again. Now press the spacebar to go back to the second pair of lines;
check their convergence (pink or yellow). Continue this process until all 13 patterns
appear again on your screen; if any of them are not converged, press the spacebar and
go through the convergence routine again.
4. When you have all patterns converged satisfactorily, hold down the ALT key and
press TEST REQ; then release both keys. The screen will clear. Go back to the
customizing form.
Error Conditions
Error indicators that might appear in the operator information area during the
convergence procedure include
1228

Weak or bad battery (partially converged pattern). Change battery.

1229

Disabled (The work area of the screen is all green.) Notify your supervisor.
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-1If-t~-

=IIH'=

11-11--

~11i9IF

Non-converged

-1-1-

-1-1-

-1-/-

-1-1-

-1-1-

-1-1-

-1-1-

-1-1-

-/-1-

-1-1-

-1-\-

-/-1-

Converged
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-/-1-

Abbreviations
Americas/Far East
alternate
a programming language
American National Standard Code for Information
Interchange

Kb

kilobyte

NCP
NRZI

Network Control Program
non-return to zero
non-return to zero inverted

BSC

binary synchronous communication

OEM
OLTEP

original equipment manufacturer
online test executive progra,m

CCA

common communication adapter
Consultative Committee on International Telephone
and Telegraph
connect data set to line
clear to send

PF
PU
PUID

program function
physical unit
physical unit identification

RPQ

request for price quotation
request to send

A/FE
ALT
APL

Ascii

CCITT
CDSTL

CTS
DCC
DDS
DTE

disconnect command chaining
Digital Data Service
data terminal equipment

EBCDIC
EIA
E/ME/A

extended binary-coded decimal interchange code
Electronic Industries Association
Europe/Middle East/Asia

HPCA

high-performance communications adapter

IML
I/O

initial microcode load
input/output

NRZ

RTS

SCS
SDLC
SNA
SNBU
SSCP
SFAP
SYSGEN

SNA character string
synchronous data link control
systems network architecture
switched network backup
system services control point
Structured Field and Attribute Processing
system generation

U.S.

United States

Abbreviations AB-l
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International Business Machines Corporation
Data Processing Division
1133 Westchester Avenue, White Plains, N.Y. 10604
IBM World Trade Americas/Far East Corporation
Town of Mount Pleasant, Route 9, North Tarrytown, N.Y., U.S.A. 10591
IBM World Trade Europe/Middle East! Africa Corporation
360 Hamilton Avenue, White Plains, N.Y., U.S.A. 10601
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IBM World T,.. Europe/MIdch EMIl AIrIce Corporetlon
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